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AFOSR says Goodbye to Dr. Mark Maurice
March 29, 1961 - February 26, 2016

With the publication of this 2016
International Office Annual report, we are
now a year removed from the death of Mark
Maurice, Director of the Arlington-based
International Office since 2001. Mark was
then the longest-serving director in the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR).
His leadership spanned a remarkable period
in the growth and influence of the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)/AFOSR
international enterprise.
Mark began his international career
with a three-year assignment in the
European Office of Aerospace Research
and Development (EOARD) from 1993 to
1997. His coverage included much of the
former Soviet Union. A significant part of
his job was gathering information that
had until recently been inaccessible and
to build mutually beneficial relationships.
Many of those productive relationships
were to last the rest of his life. Mark
played an essential role in launching the
first International Initiative, the Russian
Hypersonics Initiative, from which AFRL acquired insights and technology from the Russian
invention of plasma actuation. The success of this long-running initiative led to other, remarkably
successful ones, including the Taiwan Nanoscience Initiative, the Korean Nano-Info-Bio Initiative,
the Siberian Materials Initiative, and the Mexican Initiative. Mark co-led the establishment of
these initiatives and a change in the model of many of them from AF-provided financial support
and AFRL harvesting of results to shared planning and funding between the countries, with strong
collaborations and technology transition as integral features of each project. Such an approach
was revolutionary at the time. The benefits from it have been profound and they continue to today.
Mark participated in and often led the new programs that now define AFOSR’s international
enterprise. It went in 1993 from two overseas offices largely tasked with monitoring their regions
and supporting AFRL technology to three overseas offices handling that mission and engaging in
a wide range of programs in direct support of basic research. The Southern Office of Aerospace
Research and Development (SOARD) was established in 1998 under Mark’s leadership. The number
of projects and their dollar value across AFOSR’s international enterprise grew nearly tenfold
during Mark’s time directing the Arlington International Office. His many duties included managing
the Window-on-the-World exchange program, which he rebranded and increased in size and
scope; managing the Engineer and Scientist Exchange Program, which he shepherded successfully
through a series of substantive changes; and creating, organizing, and editing the International
Notes and a number of international annual reports and strategy documents. Mark thought
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strategically and was often ahead of his time. He started AFOSR’s
data-mining effort 15 years ago, helping to explain the value of
international investing in research to colleagues and leaders and
to shape portfolio investments. All of these duties were fulfilled
with care, revealing a sense of pride in the programs and what
they contributed the AFRL.
Mark was a consistent and compelling voice for international
engagement, briefing programs to high levels of the Air Force,
the Department of Defense, U.S. government agencies, and many
foreign science and technology offices. He managed and often led
AFOSR’s participation in a number of international fora (his choice
of word), such as NATO’s Research and Technology Organisation,
the annual bilateral Technology Working Groups, the annual Air
Senior National Representatives meeting, and The Technology
Cooperation Program. He saw his duty as leading discovery of
world-class research, identifying and capitalizing on emerging
trends, leveraging foreign resources, bringing knowledge and
collaborators to the AFRL, and building and growing productive
relationships around the world.
During this quest, Mark visited more than
170 countries and territories. His knowledge,
understanding, and appreciation of foreign
cultures formed the foundation of his work
and provided a repository from which his
colleagues could draw. He was a wise, patient,
utterly trustworthy advisor to generations of
international program managers. He was perfectly
suited to the role and his love of it was clear. In his job, he was an
example of the poet’s definition of work as love made visible. We
were fortunate to have him as a leader and colleague for nearly
two decades. He will be missed, but through what he created and
nurtured, his influence remains.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

AIR FORCE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH (AFOSR)
INTERNATIONAL BASIC SCIENCE OFFICE (10N)

30 January 2017
London, U.K.
Dear International Stakeholders and Partners,
It’s been another incredibly busy and productive
year for the AFOSR International Office (IO). In
addition to having the opportunity to show off IO’s
steady stream of accomplishments to a number of
distinguished visitors, we’ve advanced our leveraging
of international science funding and improved our
capabilities for assessing and reporting the science
and technology we find.
IO members in both London and Tokyo got to
welcome and brief Major General McMurry this
year. MG McMurry visited EOARD in October and
AOARD in August, hearing the latest on international
S&T and making excursions to hear directly from
leading Principle Investigators. EOARD also was
host to Mr. Ebersole in London for the US-UK TWIG
in September. In addition, Mr. Frank Kendall, Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology and
Logistics, met with EOARD’ers during his trip to the
Farnborough Air Show in July. Dr. Dave Walker visited in October and went to Oxford as well to view
hypersonics, network security, and quantum computing. He also kicked off the workshop on quantum
biology. IO members at EOARD were happy to host visitors from AFMC’s Inspector General Office in
November and got a great report—well done!
We are continuing to expand the horizons of scientific knowledge through our Global Initiative
Program. The focus of the initiative program is the exchange of researchers, information, and jointly
funding specific technical area of mutual interest. Each IO office was successfully able to leverage
$2M of collaborative funds to support AFRL tech focus areas and technical areas listed in the FY19
Commander’s Investment Strategy. We currently have partnered with 5 nations: Korea (Nanosciences
and Cyber); Taiwan (Nanosciences); Australia (Autonomous Systems); Israel (Quantum Sciences); and
Mexico (Basic Sciences). We are also actively pursuing to add hypersonics effort with Australia and
autonomy with Argentina in FY17.
A Technology Assessment (TA) tool was developed and implemented this year to capture, track,
and manage research assessments performed during our many engagements, such as site visits,
conferences, workshops, and other technical events across the globe. The TA tool lays a foundation
for better reporting products without ambiguity or misrepresentation. It has a user friendly input
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via a single page web survey driven by drop down selections. The collected information includes
program updates on the current research collaboration and accomplishments, as well as assessment of
researchers, groups, labs, or tech trends. This tool also tracks transitions, program alignment to priorities,
investments, regions/countries, and other items of interest to the Air Force. This will be a legacy tool
helping new IO program officers to trace the technical trajectories of their international programs. In
FY16, IPOs visited 195 unique sites in 38 countries, consisting of 184 institutions, and performed 293
assessments.
This year we said good bye to Jeremy Jordan, John Gonglewski, Vic Putz and Matt Snyder from the
London office, as well as Brian Lutz and Ingrid Wysong from the Tokyo office. We also said farewell to
Dennis Butcher and Jim Fillerup at the Arlington office. We welcomed Jason Foley, Chris McClernon, Jesse
Peterson, Dave Garner, Shad Reed, and Kristine Martin to London and Jermont Chen, Jeremy Knopp, and
Akira Namatame to Tokyo. Also, Brett Pokines moved from Santiago to the Arlington office, joining new
ION member Barrett Flake.
The excitement continues across IO for the new FY and I look forward to discovering new areas of
international S&T that benefit our Air Force research mission. Thanks for reading this report, and if you
have any questions, please get in touch!
Diana and I would like to say thanks to Dr Christian. It was awesome working with you and we really
enjoyed your company and best of luck in your new job in SAF/AQ. We both really look forward to working
with Dr. Darema as she meets all of the AFOSR/IO team this year!

Col Timothy J. Lawrence, Ph.D.
Director, AFOSR/IO
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND HISTORY
AFOSR International Basic Science Office
The Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), a directorate within
the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), is responsible for managing all
Air Force basic research investment. The AFOSR mission is to discover,
shape, and champion basic science that profoundly impacts the future
Air Force. As the global R&D community outside the US accounts for
approximately 70% of the investment, 80% of the researchers, and over
80% of the technical publications, it is critical to AFOSR’s mission to
proactively engage the international community.
AFOSR’s international enterprise consists of four offices: AFOSR/IOE,
the European Office of Aerospace Research and Development (EOARD)
in London; AFOSR/IOA, the Asian Office of Aerospace Research and
Development (AOARD) in Tokyo; AFOSR/IOS, the Southern Office of
Aerospace Research and Development (SOARD) in Santiago; and
a support division (AFOSR/ION) in Arlington, Virginia, to facilitate
integration, communication, and outreach.
These four international offices constitute a single International
Basic Science Office, realizing significant efficiencies in both business
operations and technical strategy. The mission of this consolidated
office is: Provide the US Air Force awareness, engagement, and
relationships to overseas basic research.
In FY2016, AFOSR’s International Basic Science Office supported 393
research efforts (primarily grants) performed at foreign universities and
institutes from 43 different countries. In addition to funding research
projects, we build relationships between foreign researchers and US
scientists and engineers through a variety of programs. This last year,
we supported 17 international conferences and workshops, 171 visits of
foreign researchers to present their research to AF audiences, and 29 AF
scientists and engineers to conduct research in foreign laboratories.
The pursuit of cutting-edge science of AF relevance—both within
the US and overseas—remains the singular focus of the AFOSR. The
international element of this organization is well poised to shape,
leverage, and transition exciting breakthroughs in the years ahead.

www.afosr.af.mil
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International Offices & Programs
The AFOSR International Basic Science Office (AFOSR/IO) consists of four
subordinate offices, realigned together under AFOSR/IO starting in FY2013.

AFOSR Office Locations.

AFOSR/IOE - European Office of Aerospace Research & Development
The oldest of AFRL’s overseas offices, EOARD (AFOSR/IOE) was originally
established in Brussels in 1952 under the now defunct Air Research and
Development Command, moved to London in 1970, and then realigned
under AFOSR in 1974. Throughout its 62-year history, it has maintained
the primary mission of engaging the European scientific community to
support and leverage emerging basic research of interest to the US Air
Force. EOARD’s geographic area of responsibility includes Europe,
the Middle East, former Soviet states, and Africa. EOARD is a partner
organization to the Civilian Research and Development Foundation
(CRDF Global), International Science and Technology Center (ISTC), and
the Science and Technology Center in Ukraine (STCU) to facilitate projects
in former Soviet states. Based in Greater London, EOARD is co-located with other
DoD scientific outreach offices, including those of the Office of Naval Research Global, US
Army International Technology Center-Atlantic, Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and the US
Army Corps of Engineers.
Commander: Col Timothy Lawrence

|

Contact: eoard.orgbox@us.af.mil
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AFOSR/IOE - (EOARD) Basic Research Programs
Advanced Aerospace Materials and Structures. The Advanced Aerospace Materials and
Structures portfolio seeks revolutionary basic science in the disciplines of physics, mathematics, materials
science, structural mechanics and aeronautical sciences to enable new technologies for aerospace
structures with United States Air Force relevance. This portfolio
has two central pillars: energy efficient structures and extreme
environment structures. Energy efficient structures are those which
reduce operational costs through innovative means; examples include
reconfigurable and/or novel flight structures. Fundamental research
in this area is supported by many disciplines including structural
mechanics, aeroelasticity, and materials science. This portfolio defines
extreme environment structures as those subject to loads from
high temperature, frequency and/or high strain rates with special
emphasis on combined loadings. As such this portfolio supports
research which drives towards material characterization under high
New materials mimic natur by blurring
strain rate or research which acts as an enabler for hypersonic flight. the interface between material types
and providing a single material
Supporting these two pillars are two foundational areas of study,
solution to replace a complex device.
including computational modeling and methods, focused on multiscale and multi-physics simulations as well as optimization techniques,
all designed to enable efficient and extreme environment aerospace structures. The second foundation
is materials development where the focus is on next generation composites, optical materials, and new
materials development. Further information about the goals, aims, and activities of this portfolio can be
obtained by emailing the Program Officer, Lt Col David Garner, at david.garner.2@us.af.mil.
New materials mimic nature by blurring the interface between material types and providing a single material solution to
replace a complex device

Aeronautical Sciences.

This portfolio covers a wide range of fundamental science problems
under the heading of Aeronautical Sciences. Aeronautical Sciences
covers any and all technology associated with enabling flight in air
or that leads to a greater understanding of sciences therein. There
are three main sub-areas of research focus within this program:
1) Aerodynamics, which covers fundamental science associated
with the motion of air (or fluid), particularly when interacting with
a body, and for which the relevant challenges in this area include
hypersonics, flow physics for control, unsteady and low Reynolds
number aerodynamics, boundary layer physics (especially transition),
and fluid-structure interaction; 2) Air Vehicle Sciences, which deals
with sciences associated with the air vehicle configuration, operation,
and/or structures which can lead to increases in performance or
agility; and 3) Air Breathing Propulsion, which covers fundamental
research associated with all aspects of air-breathing propulsion, including improved performance of
conventional engines and enabling capabilities for supersonic combustion engines. Further information
about the goals, aims, and activities for this portfolio can be obtained by contacting the EOARD Program
Officer, Dr. Russ Cummings, at russell.cummings@us.af.mil.

Autonomous Vehicles.

This newly assembled portfolio was created to focus attention specifically
on basic science and technology related to the realization of Autonomous Vehicles. While this topic is
admittedly broad and could encompass dozens of areas, the portfolio will be centered on three sub-areas:
1) Control Sciences to include autonomous guidance & control algorithms, decentralized/cooperative
9

control, distributed real-time optimal control; 2) Air Vehicle Sciences
which investigates the aerodynamic and structural challenges and
opportunities associated with traditional and non-traditional air
vehicle configurations unsuitable for, or unencumbered by, manned
operation; and 3) Biologically Inspired Autonomy which covers
science and technology inspired by natural flyers that will help
us understand and apply biological principles to the design of
UAS in order to derive step change increases in mission capability
through highly innovative research. Further information about the goals, aims, and activities for
this portfolio can be obtained by contacting the EOARD Program Officer, Lt Col Shad Reed, at shad.
reed@us.af.mil.

Autonomy, Cognitive Sciences, and Human Factors.

The Research in Europe
on Autonomy, Cognitive sciences & Human factors (REACH) program was
established in 2016 to address the most pressing Air Force behavioral
science topics related to human interactions with other humans and
machines. The program’s autonomy research includes human-machine
teaming, human trust in automated systems, supervisory control of highly
automated systems, and other interactions with
intelligent machine agents. The REACH sub-program
on cognitive sciences explores theoretical cognitive
research related to human information processing,
biomarkers of stress & workload, socio/cultural topics,
and applied neurosciences. The final Human Factors
Engineering sub-area supports military research topics related to man-machine
interfaces to include direct brain-machine interactions (neuroengineering),
neuroergonomics, and display symbology and optimization involving all of the
human senses. The REACH program is specifically designed to tie critical European, African, and
Middle Eastern Behavioral Science research to AFRL’s 711th Human Performance Wing, Human
Effectiveness Directorate, and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, as well as to the US Air
Force Academy’s Department of Behavioral Sciences and Leadership. For more information about
the REACH portfolio, or to help identify critical research areas/gaps, please contact the EOARD
Program Officer, Lt Col Chris McClernon, at christopher.mcclernon@us.af.mil.

Cyber and C4ISR.

This program supports international research in all aspects of technology
related to cyber capabilities and Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR). The program draws from international communities
of communications and network theory, provable security, information assurance, mathematics,
and signal processing. In 2016, the program funded research into: proof
assistants and tools for algorithms and protocols; the tensions between
data provenance and data security; the tradeoffs between complexity,
degeneracy and robustness in network functionality; new medium access
control mechanisms for radar-comm hybrids, molecular devices, and multireceiver channels; and new metrics for understanding and identifying
emergent behaviors. In 2017, the program will start new work in: formally
investigating and quantifying the human component of cyber security;
understanding the information capacity of hidden malware command
and control channels; and behavior-based access control paradigms. Further information can be
obtained by contacting the Program Officer, Lt Col Ryan Thomas, at ryan.thomas@us.af.mil
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Life Sciences & Human Performance.

The Life Sciences & Human Performance portfolio
covers a broad range of human performance technology areas associated with sensing, monitoring,
modeling, augmenting, and training the human. Advancing human
performance requires fundamental basic research in new technologies
aimed at optimizing and protecting the men and women that operate
on the ground, in the air, and in space. This portfolio focuses on humancentric sensing and sensor systems including research aimed to: 1)
better understand and interrogate the fundamental physiological and
biochemical signatures of performance and health; 2) investigate novel
human sensing materials or technologies; 3) test new methods for
integrating or merging complex multisensory data streams to extract
meaningful measures of performance; and 4) better understand/model the biological effects (physiology
and toxicology) of military-relevant stressors (lasers, radiofrequency radiation, microwave radiation, etc.).
Further information about the goals, aims, and activities for this portfolio can be found by contacting the
EOARD Program Officer, Mr Lee Poeppelman, at lee.poeppelman.1@us.af.mil.

Mathematics and Operations Research.

The Mathematics and Operations Research
portfolio supports basic science in a broad range of mathematical
domains aimed at developing innovative, fast, and reliable methods for
creating and/or analyzing large and complex models relevant to US Air
Force applications. Modern technologies have made data collection more
ubiquitous in the Air Force than ever before; this includes everything
from medical care databases to outputs of an individual radio frequency
sensor. As the amount and complexity of data increases, new techniques
are required to better extract meaningful information from underlying
structure in data. Specifically, the portfolio advances this effort via three primary research foci: signal
processing, machine learning, and uncertainty quantification. Collectively, these focus areas drive toward
novel approaches for modeling and data analysis, along with theoretical performance guarantees. This
portfolio also seeks to tie in with current research efforts of the Information Directorate and AFOSR.
For further information about the goals, aims, and activities of this portfolio, please contact the EOARD
Program Officer, Maj Jesse Peterson, at jesse.peterson.1@us.af.mil.

Materials, Nanotechnology, Optics, and Physics. The materials, nanotechnology, and
physics portfolio provides basic research across an incredibly wide range of technical domains. This
portfolio is the result of merging the physics portfolio with the materials and nanotechnology portfolio.
The materials portfolio carried two primary themes: Computational Materials Science, which focuses
on developing models for predicting electronic, magnetic, thermal, optical, mechanical, and/or other
properties of materials as well as the complementary materials characterization experiments for
validation; and Functional Materials, which involves the development of novel materials for devices and
systems with an emphasis on developing systems with desired operability in the extreme environments
of aerospace applications. Similarly, the physics portfolio has focused on three main pillars in recent
years: Advanced Carbon continues to be a major investment area, with new projects examining in
situ characterization of nanotube growth processes and bonding dynamics; Sub-Wavelength Physics
(formerly metamaterials) focuses on the design and implementation of material systems and devices
which manipulate energy propagation for both electromagnetic and mechanical waves; new projects
on multifunctional acoustic metamaterials, topological insulators, and tunable plasmonic devices
for optoelectronic systems are just a few examples in this very active and exciting research area.
Finally, significant global investments saw quantum computing attract a growing level of attention.
Correspondingly, EOARD maintains a significant number of projects in Quantum Technologies, including
11

Figure taken from "Molecular Lifting, Twisting, and Curling during Metal-Assisted
Polycyclic Hydrocarbon Dehydrogenation”: J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2016, 138 (10), pp 33953402

Program Officer, Dr Jason Foley, at jason.foley.1@us.af.mil.

Space Sciences.

grants focused on entanglement
via optoelectronics/photonics
devices as well as projects in cold
atoms, ion traps, photonic chip
production, and precision clocks
for position/timing/navigation,
gravitational sensors, and more.
Other minor initiatives in this
portfolio are driven by strong
AFRL Technical Directorate
interactions, including steels and
alloys, optics and photonics, and
plasma and electro-energetic
physics. Further information
about the goals, aims, and
activities for this portfolio can
be found by contacting the

This program’s goal is to advance the understanding of the space
environment to improve space situational awareness (SSA). The space environment affects all
orbiting objects and has impact on communication, navigation, and other programs of relevance
to the Air Force. Focus areas for this program include solar storm prediction and transport through
the inner heliosphere; radiation and energetic particle distributions
occurring in quiet conditions or from storm events; bottom-side
structure of the ionosphere and its impact on radar propagation;
prediction and trigger mechanisms of ionospheric scintillation
and associated
plasma instabilities;
thermospheric dynamics
(energy deposition,
neutral winds, etc.)
and its effects on
atmospheric drag on
satellites; and the
atmospheric physics
which impact satellite communications at various frequencies.
Current instruments and models have advanced the state of the art
over the past decade, but more accurate predictive modeling and
simulation is needed. New instruments and models, particularly
coupled models, are needed to understand and forecast significant
space weather events. There is significant space weather research
capability across Europe responding to, and understanding of,
risk to national assets. Research institutions in Africa provide an
opportunity to explore atmospheric physics in a unique region.
Because of the potential global implications, interest in space science research is growing
worldwide, providing an excellent opportunity to leverage the research investment across the
community. Further information about the goals, aims, and activities can be found by contacting
the EOARD Program Officer, Dr. Kent Miller, at kent.miller.2@us.af.mil.
12

Space Technology.

This research program sponsors basic research in space situational awareness,
space object tracking and identification, and novel space vehicle technology. Covering a broad range of
fundamental science and technology problems, the space technology portfolio focuses on the following
multi-disciplinary sub-areas: 1) Remote Sensing and Imaging,
including detection, tracking, identification, and object
Cataloged Objects in Earth Orbit
characterization methodologies, adaptive/multi-modal
sensing, multi-object tracking and estimation, multi-sensor
data fusion techniques, and real-time signal processing; 2)
Astrodynamics, including orbit determination/prediction
Iridium-Cosmos Collision
methodologies, orbit evolution uncertainty quantification,
and spacecraft-environment coupled nonlinear dynamics
modeling techniques; 3) Vehicle Technologies, including
Chinese Antisatellite Test
such topics as novel mission concepts and non-traditional
spacecraft configurations, high-precision sensor/actuator
techniques, nanoelectronics fundamentals, electric
propulsion
fundamentals,
and advanced attitude determination and control
techniques; 4) Space Robotics and Autonomy, including
autonomous guidance & control algorithms, path planning/
trajectory optimization, and novel multi-agent distributed
coordination methodologies; and 5) Responsive Space,
including reconfigurable sensors and modular/adaptive
architecture methodologies. Overall, it is through
international discovery, engagement, and building
relationships that this program aims to make substantial
contributions to the scientific community while providing
revolutionary ideas and transformational solutions that
will ultimately lead to new space capabilities and enhanced
autonomous systems in the timeframe of 5 to 20 years. Further information about this program can be
found by contacting the EOARD Program Officer, Dr. Kent Miller, at kent.miller.2@us.af.mil.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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AFOSR/IOA - Asian Office of Aerospace Research & Development
AOARD was established under AFOSR in 1992. For the last two decades,
it has promoted basic science and scientific interchanges of interest
to the US Air Force through the combined efforts of multinational
top researchers within the region. AOARD’s geographic area of
responsibility is the Asia-Pacific region. The region has been rapidly
rising in importance within the scientific community, and publishes
more scientific papers compared to other regions globally. One
reason behind this rapid growth is the innovative approach
utilizing a convergence of key emerging and enabling technologies, such
as nanotechnology, biotechnology, information and cognitive science.
AOARD is the AF focal point for awareness, engagement and building
relationships with the scientific leaders of the region. Located in Tokyo, AOARD shares
offices with the Army’s US Army RDECOM Forward Element-Pacific and the Office of Naval
Research Global-Asia, and works indirectly with the U.S. Pacific Command through the Mutual
Defense Assistance Office (MDAO) at the embassy in Tokyo.
Chief: Dr. Misoon Mah

|

Contact: afosr.aoard@us.af.mil

AFOSR/IOA - (AOARD) Basic Research Programs
Space and Hypersonics. This program seeks revolutionary science on all fundamental
research relating to space weather: solar storm physics and predictions; solar wind and
magnetosphere interactions; ionospheric physics, measurements, dynamics, and coupling to the
atmosphere and the magnetosphere. Another particular focus area is nonequilibrium flows,
including high-temperature hypersonic flows and advanced measurements for these flows, shocks,
plasma-materials interactions, and rarefied flows. Another is research relating to novel spacecraft
propulsion and research relating to space situational awareness (orbital debris dynamics, generation,
removal and tracking, optical tracking methods, etc). Program Officer: Lt Col Sheena Winder | Sheena.
winder@us.af.mil.
Combustion and Aero.

This program explores
fundamental research opportunities for enabling future
propulsion systems with game-changing efficiency and
operability, with a particular emphasis on science and
engineering leading to novel combustion, energy conversion,
and energy-saving approaches. In addition it looks for unique
expertise or facilities in the fields of aerodynamics, structural
mechanics.
Program Officer: Lt Col Sheena Winder | Sheena.winder@us.af.mil

Physics and Mathematics. The AOARD Physics and Mathematics portfolio maintains many
projects across a number of domains supporting a variety of research and organizations. While
open to a wide scope of projects which may in some manner use Physics and Mathematics the core
focus of the program falls into two primary categories. BioPhysics looks for mathematical laws in
nature in order to understand, describe, predict, and control the forces that drive biological systems.
14

This study happens at every level from atoms to environments from
protein machines to neurological biomarkers. Mathematical Modeling
is a description of a technical arrangement of mathematical concepts
and language. Mathematical models are used in the natural sciences
as well as in the social sciences. Mathematical models may take
many forms, including but not limited to dynamical systems, statistical
models, differential equations, game theoretic models, or models
which combine and overlap other forms. Close interaction with
AFRL Technical Directorates (RH, RX, RW, RQ) as well as Army, Navy
and DARPA colleagues helps to drive the direction of this program.
Program Officer: Lt Col Kristopher Ahlers | Kristopher.ahlers@us.af.mil

Quantum Engineering and Cyber-Security Foundations.

This program is a new and
growing focus area for AFOSR. In 2016, AFOSR opened a new Quantum Information Science portfolio.
The AOARD program largely supports this transition. The topics are broadly described as quantum
sensing, quantum communications, and quantum enabled calculations. In each of these areas, the
use of non-classical quantum-mechanical phenomena enables one to beat the classical physics limits
once assumed to limit system performance. The domain of quantum sensing includes superconducting,
BEC, and atomic interferometric to sense motion and electromagnetic fields. The field of quantum
communication enables guaranteed eavesdrop-free communication channels built by using entangled
states. The domain of quantum calculations include both quantum simulations and new algorithms and
hardware needed to manipulate quantum states to execute quantum-specific algorithms that can perform
tasks not easily possible on a classical computer. Program Officer: Lt Col Mario A Serna | Mario.serna@
us.af.mil

Figure from BRICC summary of the AFOSR “Future Directions of Quantum Information
Workshop”which took place on 25-26 August 2016.

Lasers & Optics.

This program is focused on Optical Sciences. Focus areas center on Laser
materials for high power lasers – transparent ceramics, sesquioxide materials and
fiber lasers. Close interaction with AFRL Technical
Directorates (RY, RD and RV) guides the focus and
ensures relevance of this portfolio to the Air Force.
There is also great interest, participation and funding
with DoD partners from the Navy, Army and HEL/
JTO. Program Officer: Lt Col Scott Robertson | Scott.
robertson@us.af.mil
15

Materials, Chemistry, Nanoscience.

This program
broadly covers hard and soft materials, organic/polymer
chemistry, and catalysis. We seek basic research projects that
lead to creation of new (nano)structures or enhancement of
existing capabilities and functionalities through precise control
of material (nano)structure and morphology at specific length
scales, and ultimately understanding how to use material
processing to control (nano)structures and properties across
multiple length scales (i.e., atomic/molecular to micron). Some
representative application areas of interest include electro-optic
and -active materials; light-weight, high strength structural
materials; and processes that lead to on-demand chemicals,
materials, and properties. Novel catalytic processes are of
particular interest.
Program Officer: Dr. Ken Caster | AOARD.Materials.Chemistry@us.af.mil.

Sensors and Devices Physics.

This program explores fundamental concepts in RF
sensors, MEMS, microelectronics, photonics, electro-mechanical, and bio-inspired optical devices to
advance current and future Air Force capabilities. The basic research areas are: a) Computational
electromagnetic (EM) and clutter modeling, b) Scalable low power density phased antenna array, c)
Nanostructured metamaterials and phenomenological material media parameters, d) Distributed
secured networks and sensor electronics, e) Semiconductor spintronics and quantum computation.
Program Officer: Dr. Seng Hong | seng.hong@us.af.mil

Structural Materials.

This program is focused on Materials
Science as applied to load-bearing structures. Focus areas include
metals, ceramics, composites, as well as compliant materials and
structural health monitoring.
Close interaction with AFRL
Technical Directorates (RX
and RQ) guides the focus and
ensures the relevance of this
portfolio to the Air Force.
There is also great interest,
participation and funding with DoD partners from the Navy,
and Army. Program Officer: Lt Col Scott Robertson | Scott.
robertson@us.af.mil

Materials Discovery and Manufacturing Science.

This program broadly covers the
exploration of new material systems and the use of autonomous experimentation for materials
discovery and manufacturing optimization. New materials systems of interest include high-entropy
alloys, magnetic materials, programmable materials, flexible electronics, materials for extreme
environments, multifunctional materials, and nanoscale materials and structures. Currently,
automated processes are used in additive manufacturing, laser annealing, automated fiber
placement, device pick and place, and other material processes. Leveraging parallel research in
autonomy where appropriate, this program is seeking to provide the foundational science of control
algorithms based on advances in machine learning and novel reliable sensing techniques necessary
for future suites of tools that will ensure decisions can be made to optimize key product life-cycle
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objectives such as manufacturability, reliability, and cost (including sustainment). In addition, uncertainty
quantification (UQ) techniques and verification and validation necessary for design of material systems
for additive manufacturing is of interest. Close interaction with AFRL Technical Directorates (RX, RQ, and
RH) guides the focus and ensures the relevance of this program to the Air Force. Program Officer: Dr.
Jeremy Knopp | Jeremy.knopp@us.af.mil

Novel Nano-Magnetic Materials and Multifunctional Materials (NNMM).

Dielectric response

This program investigates magnetic material systems at the nano level. Traditional magnetic properties
have been obtained by using spins in ground states through molecular, morphological, and dimensional
controls. However, integrating magnetic properties with optics and electronics have become an emerging
area necessary for developing spin-controllable optics and electronics to advance sensing, detection, and
renewable-energy applications. The possibility of synergistic interactions between magnetic, electronic,
and optic effects may provide new properties and application potential. The approach for developing
novel nano-magnetic materials will use significant spin
4
coupling in nanomaterials or in molecular excited states
Rashba effects-induced
magneto-dielectric properties
under optical or electrical excitation to generate strong
magnetic properties and magnetically controllable
multiple functions. This research effort presents a unique
2
research area to generate superior magnetic properties for
at CH3NH3PbI3-xClx/Co interface
application to Air Force technologies. The US, Japan, China,
France, Germany, Brazil and Korea, etc. have been investing
in the areas of novel magnetic materials, nano-magnetic
0
materials synthesis, molecular spin physics, and magnetic
structure-property characterizations in both ground and
0
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excited states. Clearly, nano-magnetic and multi-functional
materials are expected to become a critical component
in next-generation detection, sensing, and renewable-energy technologies.
The recent international collaborations have made significant progress on
optically controllable magnetic properties, coupling between magnetic and optic
properties, coupling between magnetic and electric properties, and magnetic
properties in renewable-energy technologies.
Program Officers: Dr. Misoon Mah and Dr. Jeremy Knopp | Jeremy.knopp@us.af.mil

Information Sciences.

This program is broadly focused in three main areas: Autonomy,
Cognitive/Brain Science, and Computational Intelligence. Exploring
leading-edge, fundamental research which is unique or complementary
to work in the United States, addressing the critical questions in these
areas. Leveraging limited resources on high-risk, but fundamentally sound,
leading research labs throughout Asia/Pacific and bringing that research
back to the AF through collaboration established through AFRL TDs
(specifically: RI, 711HPW/RH, RY, RQ and RW). Key areas currently under
investigation are human-machine teaming research, machine learning
techniques, autonomous planning and learning techniques. Program
Officers: Dr. Hiroshi Motoda | hiroshi.motoda.1.jp@us.af.mil
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AFOSR/IOS - Southern Office of Aerospace Research & Development
SOARD, the smallest of AFOSR’s international offices, was established in 2007
to engage the rapidly emerging Latin American scientific community.
Located in Santiago, Chile, SOARD promotes scientific advancements of
interest to the US Air Force by coordinating research with the leading
scientists of Mexico, Central, and South America in partnership
with AFRL investigators. In FY16, SOARD managed a total of 34
scientific projects with 28 research institutions in Latin America.
Because of its unique location within a US Embassy, SOARD also
leverages the Dept of State mission by promoting S&T cooperation
with government funding agencies, and supporting DoD bi-lateral S&T
efforts in the region. Similar to its sister offices of AOARD and EOARD,
SOARD is co-located with the Army’s Research, Development & Engineering
Command (RDECOM) - Americas and the Office of Naval Research - Global (ONRG).
Chief: Lt Col Michael Martinez

|

Contact: theamericas@us.af.mil

AFOSR/IOS - (SOARD) Basic Research Programs
SOARD is assigned three International Program Officers (IPO). Consequently, each IPO covers
a broad range of scientific disciplines. Its overall strategy is to form research collaborations
between technical expertise at AFRL and scientists throughout Latin American. Chief – Lt Col
Michael Martinez.
Please email theamericas@us.af.mil to contact a SOARD Program Officer.

Latin America – Physics & Nanoscience.

This portfolio links the Air Force
Research Laboratory into the global science community. The portfolio objectives are integrating
innovative science outside the US vocabulary into the Department of Defense science and
technology acquisition chain, matching US Air Force requirements with unique Latin American
science resources, and building collaborative,
leveraged programs. US Air Force longerterm science goals are being realized
through a teaming strategy with the US State
Department, Army Research, Development,
and Engineering Command, along with other
national and international science investors.
Innovative programs in organic materials
chemistry, natural materials and systems,
and quantum electronic solids drawing on
Latin America’s unique biodiversity and
infrastructure investments are broadening
US Air Force technology capabilities through
the portfolio. Globally-integrated teams aligned with the US Air Force Research Laboratory’s
Advanced Components for Electronic Warfare Consortium roadmaps are researching integrated
silicon photonics and metamaterials. The portfolio has programs anchored in Argentina, Chile,
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Brazil, Mexico, and cross-discipline collaboration partnering with US, Thailand, Taiwan, and Sweden-based
science leaders. Funded projects support the current Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) topics of (i.)
Dynamics & Control, (ii.) Atomic & Molecular Physics, (iii.) Science of Information, Computation & Fusion,
(iv.) Dynamic Materials & Interactions, and (v.) Energy & Combustion Science.
Program Officer: Dr Brett Pokines | Brett.pokines.1@us.af.mil

Latin America – Space Science & Space Situational Awareness (SSA). Due
in part to the singular infrastructure and the geophysical space environment found in the southern
hemisphere, key research areas in this SOARD portfolio
are Space Science and Remote Sensing—all to enhance
Space Situational Awareness. Unique features include
the magnetic equator, which passes through the
heart of South America, monitored by a network of
scintillation stations located throughout the region
to study ionosphere perturbations that affect GPS and
communications. Similarly, the SAMBA magnetometer
network, running north and south down the length of
Chile and into Antarctica, studies the earth’s magnetic
fluxes and monitors magnetic storm effects. These
stations are supported by NSF, NASA and the AFRL Space
Vehicles (RV) Directorate. Finally, some of the world’s
largest and most advanced astronomical observatories are located in the dry regions in the Andes of
Argentina, Chile and Peru, taking advantage of what is considered by many as the darkest and clearest
skies on the planet, to enhance methodologies in Space Situational Awareness. Leveraging these unique
resources, SOARD has formed research collaborations with several institutions in Latin America for the
purpose of forecasting the geospace environment of Earth. This research is necessary for predicting
satellite drag and radiation belt perturbations used in maintaining space situational awareness and for
protecting AF space assets used in communications, navigation, and surveillance.
Program Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@us.af.mil
Latin America – Structural Mechanics & Aerodynamics.
based models that quantitatively predict material performance
and durability of metallic and composite flight structures. These
include the control of aerodynamic responses of extremely flexible,
nonlinear structures resulting from the use of newer, more flexible,
lightweight materials. In addition, novel and revolutionary on-board
health monitoring concepts are being explored to increase the safety
and structural integrity of air vehicles. Recent accomplishments
include implementation of a computational model of viscoplasticity
with kinematic hardening in COMSOL Multiphysics software in
order to compute stresses in adhesive joints more accurately, and
the development of a nanomembrane-based sensor for damage
identification.
Program Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@
us.af.mil
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SOARD seeks new physics-

AFOSR/ION - International Division - Arlington
AFOSR’s International Division in Arlington, Virginia, (AFOSR/ION)
provides critical links between the overseas offices and customers
and colleagues based stateside. It is responsible for a range
of activities and programs that either must be run or are most
efficiently run from AFOSR’s headquarters. Responsibilities include
technology security assurance and training; data mining; personnel
exchanges to and from AFRL and affiliated sites; liaison with other
DoD federal agencies and Washington-based foreign S&T offices;
assistance in developing collaborative international programs;
and representing the international community in drafting of AF
and DoD plans and strategies. ION’s work is a mixture of specific
programs and the development of new activities.
Chief: Dr. Barrett Flake

|

Contact: barrett.flake@us.af.mil

AFOSR/ION - Programs and Services
S&E Exchange Programs.

ION manages the Engineer and Scientist Exchange Program
(ESEP) and the Windows-on-the-World (WOW) Program. The ESEP places Air Force researchers into
research laboratories of foreign militaries and foreign military researchers into AFRL, the Air Force
Academy, or the Air Force Institute of Technology. The program began in 1963 with a bilateral
agreement with Germany. There are now 16 countries that exchange researchers with AFRL
(Australia, Canada, Czech Republic, Chile, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Norway, Poland,
Singapore, Spain, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom).
The WOW Program places AFRL researchers into nongovernment foreign laboratories. Participants
in FY16 are shown on page 41. Program Officer: Mr. Phil Gibber | phil.gibber.1@us.af.mil

US-German ESEP/APEP Program Review held in December at AFOSR
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Interagency Collaborations.

IO collaborates directly with the Army’s International Technology
Centers and the Office of Naval Research Global. Its IPOs work with and often represent colleagues in
AFOSR and the other Technology Directorates in AFRL. In addition, our office has much in common with
international offices in other federal agencies, almost all of which are located in the Washington, DC,
area. International research offices within DoD met quarterly to provide updates and discuss challenges
and opportunities. These meetings, now chaired by the office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Research and Engineering (ASD(R&E)), focus considerable attention on systematic sharing of information.
We now have access to the international agreements database, https://www.dtic.mil/IA, a comprehensive
list of international R&D agreements across DoD. ION also meets regularly with international program
managers in the Department of State, the National Science Foundation (NSF), and NASA. Program
Officers: Dr. Brett Pokines | brett.pokines.1@us.af.mil and Ms. Joanne Maurice | joanne.maurice@us.af.mil

International Initiatives.

Bilateral programs with specific countries and regions have benefited
AFOSR immensely. In addition to earlier initiatives with Korea and Taiwan on nanotechnology and
nanoscience, and Mexico on materials sciences, ION works with AFOSR’s overseas and domestic Program
Officers, colleagues in other agencies, local embassy officials, and a range of foreign research leaders
to develop new initiatives or other opportunities for coordinated programs. In FY16, a new coordinated
program with South Korea on information science and cyber security was initiated. Also, a US-Australia
program was begun to advance basic research in autonomy. International initiatives and country
programs are listed and described on page 55. ION International Initiatives
POC: Dr. Brett Pokines | brett.pokines.1@us.af.mil
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FY16 ACTIVITY SUMMARY
This section summarizes AFOSR international activity over FY16 (1 Oct 2015 through 30 Sep 2016).
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Communities of Interest (COI)
Under Reliance 21, the Science and Technology Executive Committee has divided the DoD R&E Portfolio
into 17 Communities of Interest (COIs) that reach across all components. These technical communities
are reviewing and assessing the alignment of current and planned R&E programs, identifying gaps, and
helping to prioritize R&E funding efforts to meet the technical challenges of the DoD in their respective
focus area. Each COI represents specific cross-domain technology areas where there is substantial
investment across multiple components. The COIs are collecting, coordinating and aligning the technical
capabilities, requirements, gaps, opportunities and priorities for their respective technology areas or
portfolios. The COI may help leadership identify and understand areas of over- (or under-) investment,
unproductive duplication and any technology gaps that need to be addressed. This graph highlights
research efforts funded by AFOSR/IO in COIs of AF interest, leveraging global science and technology.

DoD Community of Interest (COI) Areas Supported by AFOSR/IO
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Conference & Workshop Support Program
AFOSR provides limited support for selected international technical exchanges to further scientific
collaborations and advancement in support of AFOSR basic research objectives. Proceedings and/
or presentations (if produced) from these events are available to DoD scientists and engineers.
Contact an AFOSR/IO Program Officer for more information.
AFOSR supported 19 international technical exchanges with FY16 funds.

Conferences Supported by IO in FY16
Conference Title

Institution

Country

PI/Organizer

21st International Symposium High
Power Laser Systems & Applications

Vienna University of Technology

Austria

Schuoecker, Dieter

OULUN YLIOPISTO

Finland

Asikainen, Timo

UNIVERSITE GRENOBLE ALPES

France

Browaeys, Antoine

Indian Institute of Technology
BHU

India

Srivastava, Abhishek

Italy

Passerini, Andrea

Italy

Burr, DAVID

Space Climate 6 Symposium
SUPPORT FOR LES HOUCHES SUMMER
SCHOOL: CURRENT TRENDS IN ATOMIC
PHYSICS
Dynamic Sun: MHD Waves and
Confined Transients in the Magnetized
Atmosphere
ECML-PKDD 2016
2nd Florentine Symposium on
Emotional Intelligence
IROS 2016

University of Trento
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI
FIRENZE
Korea University Research and
Business Foundation

Korea

Song, Jae-Bok

ISPSA 2016 Conference

KOREA RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
STANDARDS AND SCIENCE (KRISS)

Korea

Noh, Sam Kyu

Programmable Materials and
Manufacturing Science

KOREA NANO TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH SOCIETY

Korea

Lee, Haiwon

Support for EAAP-16 Conference

EUROPESE VERENIGING VOOR
LUCHTVAARTPSYCHOLOGIE E.A.A.P.

Netherlands

Droog, Andre

ACML 2016
DSEC V

University of Waikato
UNIWERSYTET WARSZAWSKI

New Zealand
Poland

Holmes, Geoff
Pawlak, Dorota

International Workshop on
Detonations for Propulsion 2016

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF
SINGAPORE

Singapore

International Symposium on Physics
NATIONAL TSING HUA
and Applications of Laser Dynamics (ISUNIVERSITY
PALD)
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ASSOC
PRICAI 2016
OF THAILAND
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
RIN 16 Animal Navigation Conference
NAVIGATION

Li, Jiun-Ming

Taiwan

Lin, Fan-Yi

Thailand

Theeramunkong, Thanaruk

United Kingdom

Chapman-Andrews, Peter

2016 Trust and Influence Workshop

Universita degli Studi di Palermo

United Kingdom

Chella, Antonio

ICECCS16
12th International Congress of
Neuroethology

ASTON UNIVERSITY

United Kingdom

Wang, Hai

Uruguay

Silva, Ana

University of the Republic
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Technical Assessments
A Technology Assessment (TA) tool was developed and implemented this year to capture, track, and
manage research assessments performed during our many engagements, such as site visits, conferences,
workshops, and other technical events across the globe. The collected information includes program
updates on the current research collaboration and accomplishments, as well as assessment of
researchers, groups, labs, and tech trends. In FY16, IPOs visited 195 unique sites in 38 countries, consisting
of 184 institutions, and performed 293 assessments.

Countries and number of Technology
Assessments accomplished in FY16
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Window on Science Visits
AFOSR supported 171 visits by foreign researchers during FY16 under the Windows on Science
(WOS) program, enabling foreign researchers to share and discuss their activity with AFRL and
DoD audiences.

FY16 Window-on-Science (WOS) by location

FY16 Window-on-Science (WOS) by PI Country of Origin
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FY16 Windows on Science (WOS) Visitor Highlights
Diode-pumped Alkali Lasers WOS Highlight.

At the invitation of Maj. Scott Robertson
(AOARD) and Dr. Greg Pitz (AFRL/RD), Dr. Masamori Endo, Tokai
University, and Dr. Fumio Wani, Kawasaki Heavy Industries
Ltd. (KHI), Japan, visited AFRL/RD on 4 May 2016 to discuss
numerical simulation methods for diode-pumped alkali lasers
(DPAL). Dr. Greg Pitz and Mr. Ben Oliker hosted their visit
and expressed interest in Dr. Endo’s wave-optics simulation
code. Dr. Endo and Dr. Wani kindly shared their experience
and expertise in the implementation of wave optics to the
numerical simulation of laser oscillation. As a direct result of
this excellent visit, Dr. Endo and Dr. Wani are in the process
of applying for a research grant with joint funding from Dr.
Pitz’s group at AFRL/RD, from AOARD, and from ONR-Global.
This research grant will enable Dr. Endo and Dr. Wani to work
on specific areas of science needed to improve current AFRL
DPAL modeling and analysis techniques and will include
collaboration with Dr. Pitz’s group throughout the life of the grant. Arrangements are also underway for
Dr. Pitz to visit Dr. Endo’s facility at Tokai University under a Windows on the World grant. Program Officer:
Lt Col Scott Robertson | Scott.robertson@us.af.mil

Dynamic Behavior of Materials. Dr. Juan P. Escobedo (University of New South Wales, Australia)
visited AFRL/RW and AFRL/RX and provided a seminar on the dynamic behavior of materials and the
research and testing capabilities that exist at UNSW. Dr. Christopher (Kit) Neel (RW) and Dr. Manny
Gonzalez (RX) served as hosts for Dr. Escobedo’s visit, arranging lab tours and discussions with several
researchers. This visit led four AFRL researchers to seek continued collaboration with Dr. Escobedo, and
efforts are underway to begin those collaborations with an AFOSR grant. One collaboration is focused
on investigating the mechanical response under shock conditions of 3D printed materials and structures.
Dr. Jonathan Spowart (RX) and Dr. Philip Flater (RW) will work with Dr. Escobedo on this project. A second
project is on the investigation of dynamic/shock response of multiphase materials. Dr. Neel (RW) and Dr.
Gonzalez (RX) will collaborate with Dr. Escobedo on this project.
Program Officer: Lt Col Scott Robertson | Scott.robertson@us.af.mil
Superconductivity Program Review.

Three-day (November 09-11, 2016) visit to AFOSR by
Dr. Yakov Kopelevich, Professor at the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP), Brazil – coordinated
by Dr Brett Pokines, SOARD. As a SOARD
PI, Dr Kopelevich contributed to the 2016
Superconductivity Program Review, hosted
by Dr Harold Weinstock, AFOSR/RTB. Along
with 18 other researchers, Dr. Kopelevich
presented his recent work in possible hightemperature superconductivity in Copper
Chloride (CuCl). During the scientific
discussion, Dr Kopelevich shared original
experimental results which suggest
superconductive and Kondo-like behavior of
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CuCl at certain temperatures in an applied electric field. This discovery may lead to breakthroughs
in CMOS-compatible electronics that can perform without dissipation. As such, it can open up the
major bottleneck in modern electronics towards new generation of high-performance devices with
ultimate energy efficiency. Program Officer: Dr Brett Pokines | Brett.pokines.1@us.af.mil

Dynamics & Control, Computational Mathematics Program Reviews.

Visit
to two AFOSR Program Reviews by three
Argentine PIs, 1-12 August 2016 – coordinated
by Lt Col Michael Martinez, SOARD. Prof.
Diana Rubio from the National University
of San Martin and Dr. Ruben Spies from the
Argentine Science and Technology Ministry,
attended the Computational Mathematics
Program Review, hosted by Dr Jean-Luc
Cambier. In addition to attending Dr Cambier’s
Program Review, Professor Domingo Tarzia
from Austral University also attended the
Dynamics & Control Program Review, hosted by Dr Frederick Leve. These three researchers
hold current AFOSR grants in mathematical disciplines, primarily working on inverse problems,
uncertainty quantification, optimal control theory. Besides direct interaction with other AFOSR
PIs, they explored a new collaboration with a scientist from the Materials Directorate (RX). Their
research has potential applications in a wide variety of Air Force issues, such as autonomy, material
properties, and imagery analysis. Program Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@
us.af.mil

Trust & Influence Program Review.

Visit
to AFOSR by Dr. Tomas Perez-Acle, Researcher at the
Science & Life Foundation, Chile – coordinated by Lt
Col Michael Martinez, SOARD.
As a SOARD PI, Dr Perez contributed to the 2016 Trust &
Influence Program Review, hosted by Dr Benjamin Knott,
AFOSR/RTA. At the Program Review, Dr Perez interacted
with more than 50 other sponsored researchers,
exploring concepts such as religion, culture, trust and
influences on society and effects on human behavior.
Using mathematical simulations, Dr Perez conducts
investigation on the impact of panic in social unrest
situations. The Trust & Influence portfolio supports the
human-machine interaction, a key component of OSD’s
3rd Offset strategy. As a result of the visit, Dr Perez
is exploring a specific collaboration with a PI located in Australia, as well as inviting some of his
Chilean colleagues to submit research proposals to AFOSR.
Program Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@us.af.mil

Australian Synchrotron Facility. Dr. Patrick Soukiassian completed an AOARD funded

Windows-on-Science (WOS) to provide his synchrotron expertise at the Soft-X-ray Spectroscopy
(SXR) beamline at the Australian Synchrotron Facility in Melbourne for experiments undertaken
to understand hydrogen intercalation of graphene grown on 3C-SiC epi-layers on Si substrates
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(G-SiC-Si). Dr. Soukiassian has extensive experience in understanding the 3C-SiC crystal structure using
various synchrotron based end-stations and was indispensable in assisting with setup for the studies
at the current beamtime. The experiments support an ongoing AOARD funded effort between Dr.
Francesca Iacopi at the University of Technology in Sydney (UTS) and Dr. John Boeckl at AFRL/RX who
have been studying the G-SiC-Si system for the past 5 years. Use of the SXR offered a unique capability,
not available at UTS or AFRL, and with the high energy resolution at the beamline, results were able to
conclusively identify the existence of the buffer layer of
graphene on the 3C-SiC, which was known for graphene
grown on bulk hexagonal poly-types of SiC but until now
unconfirmed on the cubic poly-type. Future work in this
area is focused on complex low-loss plasmonic structures
based on G-SiC-Si and is funded through an ICR&D grant
with collaborations between Drs. Iacopi, Boeckl and
Joshua Caldwell at the US Naval Research Laboratory.
In addition to the graphene samples, the beamtime
allowed for the preliminary examination of eutectic
samples of LaB6 and ZrB2 studied for their thermionic
emission properties aimed at ion propulsion applications,
this work is supported under an AFOSR LRIR (POs: Drs.
Ali Sayir and Jason Marshall). These initial SXR data
are being used to submit a follow-on proposal for additional beamtime in Q2 of 2017. Furthermore, an
ongoing collaboration with Dr. Paul Pigram at La Trobe University, Melbourne (initiated during Dr. Boeckl’s
WOW visits in 2014 and 2015) facilitated another unique characterization opportunity for this material
system using a mapping Auger system. This technique, again not available at AFRL, will be instrumental
to complete the theory on the emission properties of the eutectic. Coming full circle, Dr. Boeckl will be
on a working visit to Dr. Soukiassian’s laboratory at the French Atomic Energy Department (CEA-Saclay,
France) to perform Low-Energy Electron Microscopy (LEEM) studies on these eutectic materials in Q1
2017. We are also collaborating with Dr. Soukiassian on beamtime at the Taiwan Synchrotron, as he was
awarded the prestigious 2010 Taiwan-France Science and Technology Award which qualifies the awardee
with a week of beamtime. Our proposal will focus on the eutectic materials using synchrotron based
LEEM which represents the highest resolution for this technique, complimentary to the lab-based LEEM
in France. Program Officer: Dr. Ken Caster | AOARD.Materials.Chemistry@us.af.mil.

Cold Atom Navigation. In early Oct 2016, Prof John Close from the Australian National University
(ANU), Canberra, Australia traveled under the Windows-on-Science program to visit the cold atom
research groups at AFRL/RVBYE at Kirtland AFB, NM and the USAF Academy near Colorado Springs, CO.
Prof Close was the first WOS supported visitor to have their presentation shared across all of AFRL via
teleconference as a part of the AFRL-wide Quantum Information Science
community bi-monthly VTC seminars. Prof Close explained their atom
interferometry approach and compared, contrasted their efforts to those
at Kirtland AFB. After the talk questions were asked from Maui, from
AFOSR headquarters in Arlington, from AFRL/RI in Rome, NY and from
AFRL/RX in Dayton, OH. The visit illuminated many synergies including
the possible future basic research grants and possible government to
government arrangements as his current work in Australia is sponsored by
the Australian Defense Science Technology Group (DSTG) and was found to
have parallels to the applied work at AFRL. Program Officer: Lt Col Mario A
Serna | Mario.serna@us.af.mil
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Windows on Science Enables US-Europe Materials Science Workshop…
and Much More. Materials are quite literally the building blocks of defense. Indeed, many Air

Force capabilities are enabled by breakthroughs in materials science and manufacturing. These
include high temperature alloys for hypersonic flight, next-generation RF and optoelectronic
sensors for ISR, wide bandgap semiconductors for more efficient electronics… the list goes on
and on. It is therefore appropriate to periodically assemble experts from across the globe to
critically evaluate the state of the
art and also identify new research
frontiers. To address this need,
the “Workshop on Enhancing
International Collaborations on
Emerging Materials for Defense
Applications via Innovative Theory,
Simulation, and Experiment” was
hosted by the Thomas Young Centre,
University College London (London,
United Kingdom) in collaboration
with AFRL researchers. Participants
included U.S. and U.K. government
researchers (from AFRL and DSTL,
respectively) as well as academic
leaders in materials research from
across the globe, including British, Turkish, Swiss, and other European researchers on topics of
mutual interest for critical defense applications. Topics included computational materials science
development and application (including associated theory and/or experiment) for materials ranging
from functional electronic, magnetic, and optical materials (including low-dimensional materials)
to structural materials (including for extreme environments).
The Windows on Science (WOS) program played a critical role in enabling this workshop. Several
of the researchers from Turkey had no means to travel to the workshop; the WOS program provided
both the technical justification and financial support to secure their participation. This in turn
created the “critical mass” of researchers to develop new ideas, connections, and collaborations.
Regarded by attendees as wildly successful in this context, several bilateral and multilateral
research collaboration opportunities were identified over the course of the two days of meetings.
For example, five joint research grants have already been proposed to EOARD as a direct result
of the workshop (and more are expected!). Additionally, three follow-up WOS visits to WrightPatterson AFB, OH, by participants have already occurred in FY17 and more are being requested
and coordinated with AFRL workshop participants. These visits are focused on defining, refining,
and converging to specific research tasks that address Air Force needs. By cross-linking these WOS
visits at both the start and refinement phases of research collaborations, the relationships that
arise from personal, face-to-face interactions are strengthened and the technical products that
ultimately result become more relevant to Air Force interests. So although it takes time for these
processes to occur, utilizing WOS strategically to catalyze international collaboration is worth the
wait.
For further information about these specific WOS activities, please contact Dr Jason Foley (EOARD)
at jason.foley.1@us.af.mil. General WOS inquiries or questions should be directed through the
appropriate IO office: Dr Tom Kim (EOARD), Lt Col Mike Martinez (SOARD), or Dr Ken Caster (AOARD).
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Windows on the World (WOW) Program
AFOSR usually supports 5-7 AF researchers per year, to perform short-term research projects (3 weeks to
6 months) in foreign non-government laboratories under the Windows on the World (WOW) program.
In FY16, 8 WOW visits were approved (UK, Germany, France, Japan and Australia).
WOW Research Activity by Region

WOW Researchers by Organization

FY16 Windows on the World (WOW) Highlights
Research Visit at the University of Oxford: From February 27th to April 28th, 2016, Dr.

Benjamin Dickinson at the Munitions Directorate (RW) of the Air Force Research Laboratory, conducted
basic research at the University of Oxford with Professor of Mathematical Biology, Dr. Graham Taylor.
His research, inspired by innervated head hair on the locust, sought to understand how feedback
from engineered distributed and embedded air flow sensor arrays may contribute to enhanced flight
control performance and robustness properties in comparison to flight controllers developed with
modern aerodynamic measurement technology. Through mathematical analysis, physical reasoning,
and simulation, Dr Dickinson and Prof Taylor developed a rationale for distributed flow sensor based
flight control. Tests were performed via computer simulation and to their knowledge, the first successful
example of angle of attack command tracking control via artificial hair sensor array output feedback was
demonstrated. As a result of this two month exchange, Dr Dickinson and Prof Taylor began planning joint
or independent complementary research proposals on mechanosensing (e.g. distributed air flow sensing)
for flight control. Additionally, a conference paper was prepared based on the results and ideas developed
during the WoW program. This work was also subsequently presented at AFRL/RW workshops organized
through the Nature Inspired Center of Excellence. Ben Dickinson, AFRL/RWWN, DSN: 875-2645,
benjamin.dickinson.1@us.af.mil
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CAD drawing of
GENMAV platform, 23.7
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Research Visit at Télécom ParisTech in Paris France: The AFRL/RDLT

semiconductor group pursues infrared quantum cascade lasers (QCL) for applications including
chemical sensing (e.g. explosives, narcotics and hydrocarbons), infrared surveillance and tracking
(IRST) and infrared countermeasures (e.g. missile jamming). Their roadmap includes the
development of these lasers with more than 10W power simultaneously with a very high beam
quality. Thus they are investigating “broad-area” quantum cascade lasers looking at various
techniques to improve the beam quality. Dr. Newell’s one month long Windows on the World
(WoW) program was motivated by their interest in investigating temporal and mode stability in QCL
devices. They desired to determine the effect of external cavity feedback on the modal quality of
their lasers.
The visit took place by collaborating with Prof. Frederic Grillot and his group at Télécom ParisTech
in Paris France. They are well established in investigations of nonlinear dynamics and instabilities
in quantum cascade lasers, and they have an experimental base established to test QCL devices
in the time and frequency domain. For Prof. Grillot, it was a new opportunity for him to see
experiments with “broad-area” lasers.
The results of this collaboration showed them that they can perform simple beam steering of the
laser and that the phase-front of the near-field can be controlled in order to change the far-field
pattern. It revealed that the transverse mode structure in quantum cascade lasers is robust with
respect to feedback but that mode competition and external cavity nonlinear oscillations can be
triggered. Furthermore, the knowledge gained will be applied to Dr. Newell’s AFOSR LRIR program
to investigate passive phase-locking in arrays of quantum cascade laser emitters. They presented
their work at the International Symposium on Physics and Applications of Laser Dynamics 2016
(IS-PALD) in September 2016. Dr. Timothy Newell, AFRL/RDLT DSN: 863-5651, Timothy.newell.1@
us.af.mil

Research Visits at Imperial College London and the University of
Cambridge: This effort sought to develop methods that better define, assess, and communicate

the potential system-level impact of emerging multifunctional composites on future applications
by working with world leaders in multifunctional composites and material selection methods.
Primarily, Dr. Jeffery Baur worked with Prof. Emile Greenhalgh and Prof. Milo Shaffer at Imperial
College London to understand and optimize the methods used to create supercapacitor structural
composites – some of which have already been demonstrated in automotive components.
Secondarily, he worked with Prof. Michael Ashby of the University of Cambridge and Granta Design
to apply his graphical material and processing selection methods to aerospace multifunctional
composites designs. Thirdly, Dr. Baur leveraged the substantial amount of composite research
within the United Kingdom by engaging Lt Col Matt Snyder and Dr. Jason Foley (AFRL/IOE) relative
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to their EOARD-sponsored research, Dstl Multifunctional Materials Lead Dr. Laura Jones and Dr. John
Pearson relative to their UK Ministry of Defense-sponsored research, and approximately 50 professors
who were working on multifunctional composite across 10 different premier universities. In addition to
the enhanced knowledge, improved situational awareness for future Air Force investments, strengthened
professional connections and journal manuscripts in preparation, this WoW also directly contributed to
the successful award of a $5M AFRL Commanders Research and Development Funded (CRDF) for FY17-19.
The AFRL/RX portion of this joint AFRL/RW, RX, & RQ effort will use the developed methods to evaluate
multifunctional composite concepts for use in a shape changing (morphing) limited use air vehicles. Dr.
Jeffery W. Baur, AFRL/RXCCM, 937-255-6510, jeffery.baur@us.af.mil

Engineer & Scientist Exchange Program (ESEP)
AFOSR facilitated 21 AF scientists and engineers to perform long-term research (i.e., overseas tour) in
foreign defense research facilities during FY16 under the DoD Engineer and Scientist Exchange Program
(ESEP).
USAF personnel were at the following countries for ESEP tours during FY16:

AFOSR facilitated 21 foreign scientists and engineers to perform long-term research in USAF research
facilities during FY16 under the DoD Engineer and Scientist Exchange Program (ESEP).
Foreign Defense Dept. personnel were located at the following USAF sites for ESEP tours during FY16:
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FY16 Engineer & Scientist Exchange Program (ESEP) Highlights
In FY16, Captain Theodore Shillig Received a letter of appreciation from LtGen David L. Mann, US
Army Commander, Joint Functional Component Command for Integrated Missile Defense, for his
professional interpreter services during his ESEP tour at Shriever AFB, CO.
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USAF overseas ESEP tours active in FY16 are listed below.
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3RD OFFSET FOCUS AREAS
For FY16, our Focus Areas section lists basic research projects and programs supporting
a range of topics that underpin a long-term competitive or “off-set” strategy to generate
strategic advantage. This has become known as the “3rd Offset Strategy.” AFOSR/IO
international program officers support this strategy, funding research that contributes to
enabling technologies. Research that advances in artificial intelligence and autonomy will
allow the DoD to develop and operate advanced joint, collaborative human-machine battle
networks that synchronize simultaneous operations in space, air, sea, undersea, ground,
and cyber domains. In FY16, IO has funded 110 research projects ($11.2M) related to the
3rd Offset Strategy. Several of those projects are highlighted here.

3RD OFFSET FOCUS AREA:
Human-Machine Teaming
Autonomous Learning Systems.

Contextual Models of Information Fusion, Dr. Jerome
Busemeyer (Indiana University) and Dr. Peter Bruza (Queensland University of Technology)
The core research objective is to determine how observations with different types of associated
uncertainty can be combined such that uncertainty is suitably assigned numerically to evidence and
such that the level of trust in or reliance on a
given data source or piece of data is adequately
represented. This project will diagnose and
analyze the prevalence of contextuality in
information fusion with regard to decisions
of trust and develop models of contextually
sensitive information fusion and express them
as probabilistic programs (P-programs). This
project directly supports the 3rd Offset concept
of Autonomous Learning Systems because it
will provide essential capability to autonomous
systems to enable them to process contextually
complex information and combine it in a way
that provides a high level of confidence in the
correctness of decisions based on this information. This capability will result in autonomous systems
that can be delegated decision-making authority because they can correctly understand contextual
information. Program Officer: Lt Col Scott Robertson | Scott.robertson@us.af.mil
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Human-Machine Collaboration.

Fostering Positive Team Behaviors in Human-Machine
Teams through Emotion Processing: Adapting to the Operator’s State, Dr. April Rose Fallon
(AFRL/711HPW) and Dr. Margaret Lech (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology). The aim of the
proposed project is to research an entirely new concept
of training and behavioral augmentation methodology for
human-machine teams. The project will develop multimodal audio-visual emotion recognition and conversation
analysis algorithms that can simultaneously recognize in
real-time multiple classes of categorical emotions and
detect intra- and inter-partner emotional influence trends.
The project will also design and conduct experiments
aiming to collect audio-visual recordings of dyadic teams
conducting problem solving tasks under different trust
conditions. The recordings will be labeled with emotional
states of team members as well as perceived trust in
team partners. The research team will adapt the automatic audio-visual emotive classification
system developed to estimate trustworthiness. Then, the team will apply the automatic
paralinguistic audio-visual classification system developed to analyze conversational behavior
and trustworthiness of human-machine teams and determine optimal interaction patterns for
human-machine dyads. The key objectives will be to maximize human trust in autonomous machine
partners. This project directly supports the 3rd Offset concept of Human-Machine Collaboration
by investigating and maximizing human trust in autonomous machine partners. Humans must
trust machine partners in order for the collaboration to be effective. Program Officer: Lt Col Scott
Robertson | Scott.robertson@us.af.mil

Discovering Patterns in Human-Robot
Interaction. Discovering Patterns in Human-Robot

Interaction: New Tools for Complex Adaptive Social
Systems, Dr. Andrea Chiba (UC San Diego) and Dr. Janet
Wiles (University of Queensland). This project aims to
develop algorithms for characterizing individual behaviors
in team tasks, uncover principles of effective humanrobot teams and use them to construct robots that
function as cooperative team members. This project will
start by developing an Interactive Systems Toolkit as a
comprehensive qualitative and quantitative toolkit for the
study of interaction. First, the research team develop the
topological data analysis for interaction data as a qualitative approach that enables high fidelity
modelling of the manifold derived from time series data. Next, the team will extend the Interactive
Systems Toolkit to recurrence analysis, building on the multi-participant recurrence metrics
developed by the Wiles group for conceptual recurrence in conversations. The team will then test
the principles discovered to develop robots with cooperative behaviors.
This project directly supports the 3rd Offset concept of Human-Machine Collaboration by
characterizing and quantifying behaviors that aid team coordination and reveal when an individual
member (human or robot) does or does not adapt. The project will use this knowledge to develop
principles of effective interaction and to develop robots that are socially effective team members
that can adapt to the team’s unique composition. Program Officer: Lt Col Scott Robertson | Scott.
robertson@us.af.mil
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International Human Sensing Project to Launch in 2017. At the forefront of humanmachine cooperation and collaboration is the ability to sense the human operator’s state. A unique
team of international and AFRL researchers are teaming to better understand the future of sensing
technologies for assessing human workload, situation awareness, performance, decision making, etc.,
and how these technologies might be implemented. The research team represents laboratories and
universities from Germany, The Netherlands, Italy, and the UK, and they are combining their efforts to
augment existing AFRL capabilities.
While the proposed project is in its infancy, the first formal exchange will take place at AFRL in Summer
2017. Hand-selected European researchers in the area of human sensing will learn about existing AFRL
research, present their own research, and work together to shape the future of this quickly expanding
field. In addition, ARL researchers are invited and excited about the possibility of cross-service research in
this important area.
The ultimate goal of the planned human sensing project is to gain insight into operator capabilities
and real-time status, feeding into complex human-machine teaming concepts. Specific applications may
include real-time dynamic function allocation, fatigue and awareness assessment, military commander
decision aids, and, more broadly, a more effective and efficient human-machine teaming approach.
Program Officer: Lt Col Christopher McClernon | christopher.mcclernon@us.af.mil

International Unmanned Systems Research.

The new
Research in Europe on Autonomy, Cognitive Sciences, and Human Factors
(REACH) program at EOARD is aggressively looking to accelerate USAF,
US Navy, and international research collaborations focusing on unmanned
systems. Leveraging existing partnerships, this new program is focused on
the underpinning research questions that are paramount to effective humanmachine teaming. Specific topics include trust in automated systems, human
aiding, human sensing, automation design and interfaces, among others.
Existing partners at AFRL, SPAWAR, ONR-G, and European laboratories are the focus of this new EOARD
research area. Mechanisms in place to support future research include Windows on Science, tradition
grants, and workshops. Program Officer: Lt Col Christopher McClernon | christopher.mcclernon@us.af.mil

Exploring Quantum Biology.

EOARD and the United Kingdom’s Defense Science and
Technology Laboratory (Dstl) have a history of supporting research programs that explore nature’s
designs in information processing, energy transfer, sensing, navigation, and flight to produce novel
approaches which cannot be practically realized using current technology. In recent years, the field of
quantum biology has begun to emerge as an area of potential interest for basic research funding, which
led to AFOSR and Dstl’s first joint international workshop on the subject in 2016. The aim was to gain
a deeper understanding of potential technologies (in energy, sensing, navigation, etc.) that might one
day be possible with focused research in quantum biology. By taking a deeper dive with subject matter
experts from both the U.S. and Europe, workshop participants identified areas of quantum biology that
require investment today in order to understand future design rules for quantum
biological systems, as well as research gaps that must be filled in order to apply
and adapt these design principles for future technology.
The workshop was held at EOARD in London, UK, and featured eight premier
speakers from North American and Europe, as well as the USAF’s Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Science, Technology, and Engineering.
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Special topics of focus included talks on the quantum effects observed in avian magnetoreception
(organic spintronics), quantum coherence in photosynthetic systems, and quantum tunneling in
biology.
Program Officer: Mr. Lee Poeppelman | lee.poeppelman.1@us.af.mil.

The Microbiome and the Brain, Untangling Bacteria, Behavior, and
Biochemistry. AFRL is interested in better understanding the human microbiome, in effort

to further develop its comprehensive sense-assess-augment paradigm for the future of human
performance. This becomes especially important in today’s highly dynamic and constantly changing
mission theater, which is finding new ways to push the physical and emotional boundaries of
endurance among warfighters. The gut microbiome is a plastic entity,
meaning that it can be affected by the choices an individual makes, and
the stressors endured. Probiotics (actively ingesting beneficial bacteria)
can modify the microbiome, and may have the potential to increase
cognition and reduce anxiety. In 2016, EOARD and the 711th Human
Performance Wing began co-funding their first research effort focused
on the microbiome with Processor John Cryan at University College Cork,
Ireland. This novel effort focuses on what is referred to as the gutbrain axis, whereby two-way communication between gut microbiota and the brain influences
health, development, and behavior. Specifically, the collaboration between the Cryan laboratory
and AFRL will focus on understanding and validating microbial and host interfaces, and unique
metabolite signatures of stressors. Elucidating exactly how these conversations between the
microbiome and host occur, through what conduits, especially under stressful conditions, represents
an important and new area of basic research for AFRL. Program Officer: Mr. Lee Poeppelman | lee.
poeppelman.1@us.af.mil.
Aidy SE, Dinan TG, Cryan JF. “Gut Microbiota: The Conductor in the Orchestra of ImmuneNeuroendocrine Communication.” Clinical Therapeutics. 2015 May 1;37(5):954-67

Effects of Human Behavior in Stressful Situations.

To provide a foundation
for Manned-Unmanned Combat Teaming, understanding human-population behavior and their
adaptations are essential. When behavioral adaptations occur, people react with apparent patterns,
making erratic decisions influenced by the actions of the masses. According to sociological theories,
panic-triggering situations arise whenever social unrest leads to collective emotion and a social
contagion. The approach develops a mathematical framework to address behavioral adaptations
of a human population induced by stressful situations. By expanding the kinetic Monte Carlo
algorithm, known as Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm, spatially explicit environments
are modeled dynamically. In doing so, parallel compartments are treated such that agents may
interact with others and/or transport themselves. The
model also introduces an approximation to measure the
effect of panic in the population as a function of the
individual situational awareness, correlated to the amount
of information captured from the environment and social interaction. By coding the rules and rates
that generate the stochastic dynamics in a formal language, the research addresses the specificity
and heterogeneity of the system by treating each individual as a single entity. The use of patterns
allow for dealing efficiently with the combinatorial explosion arising from the social interaction
of individuals. The work potentially offers a better comprehension of human behavior in situations
such as economic collapse, political uncertainty, disease epidemics, natural disasters, terrorism, and
war. Program Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@us.af.mil
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“Predictive Stochastic Rule-Based Models to Evaluate the Effect of Panic in Human Populations under Stressful
Situations”, FA9550-16-1-0111, Prof. Tomas Perez-Acle (PI), Ciencia y Vida Foundation, Chile.

Neuromorphic Computing. The results of this particular grant have direct applications in
enhancing autonomy through analysis of Big Data. The objectives of this project are to advance
neuromorphic computing, which utilizes bio-nano materials to mimic brain functions for analysis and
decision-making. This effort involves a cross-discipline approach, incorporating six Chilean universities
and seven basic research teams. The background for this project is astro-informatics, the analysis of
Big Data for astronomy—leveraging the fact that Chile will soon be home to the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST), an observatory sensor with a 3-billion pixel camera that may generate up to 30 TB of
data per night. To date, computer architecture is
approaching the theoretical limits of size, speed,
and power—so a new computational framework
will likely replace it. Thus, this grant offers an
open template for researchers to address these
challenges in the areas of neuroscience, computer
science, material science, and computational
mathematics. This effort seeks to exploit bionano systems that offer a wider horizon of
performance, potentially revolutionizing the US
“Neuromorphic-inspired Science to Maximize Big Data Dynamic Problem Solving for Future
ISR Operations”, FA9550-16-1-0384, Prof. Samuel Hevia (PI), Catholic University of Chile Air Force technology areas of Command & Control,
(PUC).
Communications, Computers (C4), Electronic
Warfare / Electronic Protection (EW/EP), and
Intelligence, Surveillance, & Reconnaissance (ISR). Autonomous and intelligent processing of real-time
sensor inputs can provide the AF with asymmetric battlefield decision-making advantages. Program
Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@us.af.mil
Bioengineering Extremophile Enzymes to Develop Smart Sensors.

This research
project investigates bio-enzyme properties to ultimately develop an application in versatile biosensor
systems. The main objective is to research the thermostability properties of a thermophilic glutamate
dehydrogenase (GDH), isolate a new RNA polymerase from a psychrophile and
understand its low temperature stability and efficiency. RNA-based intracellular
gene expression switches, known as riboswitches, offer a way to synthetically
develop biosensors to any analyte of interest. However, cellular processes may affect
the performance of the riboswitch in vivo. The most critical compounds in these
types of sensor systems are enzymes that can retain their function under extreme
environments, like high temperature and humidity, and different pH conditions,
but still perform reactions to allow efficient optical analysis of the biosensors.
Extremophiles and their enzymes have been studied to understand their physiology
and adaptation to extreme environments, and for biotechnological purposes due to the growing need
for robust biocatalysts which are stable under harsh operating conditions. Biosensor systems are gaining
relevance due to their versatility in a broad spectrum of applications. They have revolutionized the field
of medical diagnostics by providing fast and accurate sensors for different disease markers in diverse
biofluids. This research effort has the potential to create rapid diagnostic tests for Airmen deployed in the
field, away from medical infrastructure. Program Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@
us.af.mil
“Bioengineering Extremophile Enzymes to Develop a Rapid Diagnostic Test for Warfighters”, FA9550-16-1-0356,
Dr Jenny Blamey (PI), Biociencia Foundation, Chile.
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3RD OFFSET FOCUS AREA:

Anti-access, Area Denial (A2/AD)
Frequency Agile Microwave Photonic Notch Filter in a Photonic Chip.

AOARD PI team, led by Prof. Ben Eggleton (Centre for Ultrahigh bandwidth Devices for Optical
Systems, Univ. of Sydney, Australia), had demonstrated experimentally a highly selective stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) integrated microwave photonic bandstop filter in a centimeter-scale
chalcogenide glass waveguide that operates with a low pump power (8 - 12 mW) and a low SBS
gain (1 - 4 dB), while maintaining high, reconfigurable resolution (32 - 88 MHz) and high stopband
rejection greater than 55 dB. PI
team further has shown that the
filter can be tuned over a wide
frequency range of 0 - 30 GHz
(Figure 1a), leading to a unique
performance combination difficult
to match with any existing filter
technology, and demonstrated the
first high resolution RF filtering
experiment using the chip-based
Microwave photonic (MWP) filter.
The research team has conducted
test scenario in which two RF
signals, one of interest and the
other an unwanted interferer
separated in frequency by 20
MHz, were supplied to the input
of the filter, and then compared the output RF spectra from a conventional single-sideband MWP
filter. Figure 1b (upper) showing the unwanted tone power was reduced by 17 dB, but the signal
attenuation was as high as 9 dB, which indicated that the conventional filter resolution was below
20 MHz.
This clearly demonstrated the limitation of the conventional approach, which cannot
simultaneously achieve high resolution and high-suppression filtering. In contrast, this can
be achieved using on-chip SBS filter, as shown in Figure 1b (lower). The measured interferer
suppression in this case was 47 dB, limited by the noise floor of the measurements.
AOARD PI Team: Prof. Benjamin Eggleton, Dr. David Marpaung, Dr. Ravi Pant, Blair Morrison. Mattia
Pagani (University of Sydney), Prof. Stephen Madden, Prof. Barry Luther Davies, Dr. Duk-Yong Choi
(Australian National University). PI team is collaborating with Dr. Gernot Pomrenke (AFOSR), Dr. Rob
Nelson (AFRL/RX), Dr. Nick Usechak (AFRL/RY), Dr. Weimin Zhou (ARL), and Dr. Craig Hoffman (NRL).
The developed Microwave Photonic filter prototype is being characterized by AFRL/RY, AFRL/RX, and
ARL. In addition, ARL is creating a CRADA with PI team (Univ. of Sydney). Program Officer: Dr. Seng
Hong, PE
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Figure 1. (a) 1-30 GHz frequency tuning of the on-chip SBS MWP filter. (b) High-resolution RF filtering
experiment. Two RF signals with 20 MHz frequency separation were used at the filter input.
(upper) Filtering with conventional single-sideband scheme with 17 dB SBS loss as optical filter. Peak
attenuation at the unwanted interferer tone was 17 dB, and signal attenuation was 9 dB.
(lower) Filtering with the cancellation filter using 4 dB of SBS gain. Complete reduction of unwanted
interferer was observed with low attenuation of the desired signal (2 dB).

Synthesis of Large-Area 2D Layered Materials and Their Heterostacking
Structures. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) which have been recognized as a new class

of semiconducting two-dimensional (2D) layered materials, has been opened up new opportunities in
semiconductor technology for developing future 2D electronics and optoelectronics. Monolayer TMDs
also feature their direct energy band gap, good carrier mobility and excellent ON/OFF current ratio when
fabricated into field effect transistors, which are important properties for future low-power electronics
and optoelectronics. For further applications in advanced circuits, the development of two-dimensional
(2D) p-n junction is prerequisite. AOARD PI
team, led by Prof. Lain Jong Li (Academia
Sinica, Taiwan) has successfully shown the
direct growth of atomically sharp p-n junction
between WSe2 and MoS2 (Science, 349, 524
(2015)), and has demonstrated the state-of-theart growth in this field. The heterostructural
interface presents a nice p-n junction, which
is a key component for monolayer electronics.
Most critical components in modern electronics/
optoelectronics can be redesigned and
produced based on this new class of 2D
materials, where the great ability to tune the
Figure 1: (a) The optical microscope image of the WSe2/MoS2 lateral
band gap, band offset, carrier density, carrier
heterojunction. (b) The High-resolution Scanning Transmission Electron
polarity and switching characteristics provide
Microscope (STEM) image taken at the interface.
unparalleled control over device properties and
possibly new physical phenomena. The new
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electronics based on 2D layer materials, referred as “monolayer electronics”. This research opens the
path leading to future monolayer electronics. Furthermore, the atomically sharp interface offers an
interesting platform for the study of fundamental material science.
AOARD PI, Prof. Li, is collaborating with Dr. Shin Mou (AFRL/RX) and Prof. James Hwang (Lehigh
University). Dr. Program Officer: Dr. Seng Hong, PE

Multi-scale ECM for Phenomenology & Saliency Characterization in
Remote Sensing. Terrain modeling to understand and interpret the satellite SAR images,

particularly for complex shape is of interest to USAF. The research in the area of computational
electromagnetics in microwave remote sensing, is led by AOARD PI, Prof. Hean Teik Chuah (Universiti
Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia) who collaborates with Prof. Leung Tsang (Univ. of Michigan), Prof.
Weng Cho Chew (Univ. of Illinois at Urbana Champaign), Prof. Tatsuo Itoh (UCLA), Prof. Li Jun Jiang
(Univ. of Hong Kong), Dr. Albert Ruehli (T J Watson Research Center), and Dr. Jun Yi Koay (postdoc
at Niels Bohr Institute, Univ. of
Copenhagen, Denmark). The
objectives are to further study
and develop basic methods
needed to apply computational
electromagnetics in microwave
remote sensing and also to
construct a basic theoretical
framework that will extend and
integrate existing Equivalence
Principle Algorithm (EPA) in
Computational Electromagnetics
(CEM) with the domain of
Microwave Remote Sensing
(MRS) for better interpretation
of satellite Synthetic Aperture
Models allow in-depth understanding of the scattering physics involved, providing
Radar (SAR) images, radar returns
feedback to studies of SAR image classification and other applications
from the earth terrain and scattering
mechanisms within the earth
terrain. Under the domain of CEM, progress and achievements have been made in this project
in extending the current Equivalence Principle Algorithm (EPA) that computes efficiently the
radiation and interference of man-made objects and semiconductor components to the realm of
microwave interaction in embedded scatterers in the earth terrain, as well as incorporation of such
technique in better representing the embedded scatterers to its natural form in the computation
of radar backscattering returns and scattering mechanisms involved in the interaction of incoming
microwave and natural media (such as vegetation, forest, sea ice, snow, etc). The theoretical
framework and model developed allows the solution of microwave remote sensing problem
through iterative solution of Radiative Transfer Theory. In addition, dense medium improvement
theories such as Dense Medium Phase and Array Correction Theory is also incorporated to allow
the application of such solution in the electrically dense medium such as sea ice, snow and dense
vegetation. Through the project, advancement has also been made in improving the techniques of
EPA for wider application in larger range of problem areas. A novel relaxed hierarchical algorithm
based on the surface equivalence principle for the volume integral equations (VIEs) has also been
proposed and developed.
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Dr. Kung Hua Ding (AFRL/RY) is collaborating with PI team to speed up the electromagnetics full-wave
solutions, and to increase the numerical accuracy for antenna integration and design tools. Program Officer:
Dr. Seng Hong, PE

Wave Scattering in Heterogeneous Media using the Finite Element Method.

Increased use of UAVs required the needs for development of better electromagnetic (EM) environment
models. AOARD PI team, led by Prof. C. P. Vendhan (IIT-Madras, India), is to study acoustic wave propagation
in a heterogeneous anisotropic domain with embedded scatterers employing the finite element (FE)
model. The goal is to improve the capability to handle deterministic heterogeneous waveguide properties
and to develop numerical modeling with radiation boundary condition. The research aim is to develop
a finite element model for wave propagation and scattering in a heterogeneous medium. Research in
radar and lidar detection of targets in complex environment is problem of great importance to the DoD,
specifically when target signal is much weaker than the background clutter. To enhance target detection
and deduce false alarm rates one has to understand the characteristics of the complex environment
which comprises of volumetric and surface inhomogeneities. Hence, developing a Rayleigh-Ritz approach
to model the normal modes in the background inhomogeneous medium, is very useful for constructing
the Green’s functions of heterogeneous media, for simulations in ground target detection from airborne
platforms. In addition, the model could be employed in wave propagation through atmosphere,
ionosphere, and turbulent boundary layer of high-speed platforms.
Dr. Saba Mudaliar (AFRL/RY) is collaborating with PI team on compact EM wave model and waveguide
acoustics with different heterogeneities. In 2015, AOARD PI, Prof. C.P. Vendhan, received the National Award in
the field of Ocean Science and Technology from the Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of India. Program
Officer: Dr. Seng Hong, PE

Depth-dependent cylindrically symmetric ocean waveguide
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3RD OFFSET FOCUS AREA:
Cyber & Electronic Warfare
Impact of Ionospheric Electrodynamics.

This project utilizes the South-American
B-field Array Magnetometer (SAMBA) network to study the effects of scintillation and fluxes
in the radiation belt, which could impact space and satellite activities such as GPS and secure
communications. During the last two decades, significant results have been obtained in the
understanding of the solar wind magnetosphereionosphere-thermosphere interaction and its potential
impacts. This has been made possible because of the
increasing scientific cooperation of different countries
and a global effort to increase and improve satellite
and ground-based observations. The main scientific
objectives of this work are: 1) monitoring the equatorial
density and drifts to determine possible causal
relationships with the occurrence of scintillation, 2)
creating an empirical map of inner magnetosphere mass
density distributions to reveal the electrodynamics during storms that affect radiation belt fluxes,
and 3) exploring the effect of magnetosphere dynamics on the auroral electrojets and the energy
input into the ionosphere-thermosphere system. The geographic location of Chile makes it possible
to execute magnetosphere and ionosphere studies in a wide range of latitudes, including the
equatorial and auroral phenomena. In particular, a SAMBA sensor located in northern Chile, near the
geomagnetic equator, is perfectly suitable for monitoring electrodynamics and comparing it other
stations around the globe. This region is located inside the South Atlantic Magnetic Anomaly, which
is believed to be the primary reason the Americas experience strong vertical drift velocities, leading
to the formation of ionospheric irregularities and scintillation. These irregularities affect the core of
USAF operations, and offer significant improvements to our Electronic Warfare capabilities. Program
Officer: Lt Col Michael Martinez | michael.martinez.2@us.af.mil
"Study of Ionospheric Electrodynamics and Potential Impact", FA9550-14-1-0139, Dr Marina Stepanova
(PI), University of Santiago (USACH), Chile.

Automated Protocol Analysis.

The complexity of
many deployed security mechanisms makes it extremely hard
for humans to assess their security, missing many possible
venues of attack. One approach that has revealed many
subtle attacks is the area of symbolic protocol analysis, which
has been used for example to find attacks on several security
protocol standards. Current approaches show promise,
but need to be enhanced to cover state-of-the-art security
protocol analysis tools to include stateful protocols.
EOARD Oxford University PI Prof Cas Cremers is working to
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extend these tools by categorizing and generalizing existing, previously developed invariants (tools for
proving or disproving properties of protocols), and then using these results to devise algorithms that
automatically generate new invariants for newly analyzed protocols.
With the increased scope that will come from these mathematical breakthroughs, the analysis of many
safety-critical systems that are currently out of scope of fully automated analysis, such as the upcoming
TPM 2.0 standard and advanced secure messaging systems, will become possible. Program Officer: Lt Col
Ryan Thomas | ryan.thomas@us.af.mil.

Radar Enhanced Wireless Access for Directional
Networks. Directional antennas are becoming ubiquitous due to
the shift to higher frequencies, particularly millimeter wave, and the
availability of low-cost massive phased-array antennas. Directivity
provides higher gain and reduced interference in wireless networks,
as well as low probability of interception, as tight antenna beams
are difficult to detect outside of the main radiation lobe. This leads
to higher spatial reuse of spectrum and higher network throughput
through smart elimination of interference.

EOARD RWTH Aachen PI Prof Marina Petrova is investigating
the communication capacity gain or loss under joint radar and
communications operation in a networked environment. Over the next two years, she will be defining
and developing a general system and environmental model for joint radar-communications operation,
leading to the formulation and estimation of the communication capacity problem. Program Officer: Lt
Col Ryan Thomas | ryan.thomas@us.af.mil.

Robust Hypothesis Testing for Radar.

In recent years, there has been great interest in robust
methods for signal processing applications. Robust methods are useful in situations where a not perfect
a-priori knowledge of the statistical behavior of the observed data leads to a significant degradation of
the performance from the expected nominal one. Robust methods are applicable in a huge variety of
signal processing areas, such as signal detection, estimation, and filtering.
Specifically, in radar applications, existing work tends to focus on deriving optimal algorithms to be
used in a specific (and a priori known) signal and noise environment.
However, in practice, a perfect match between the true signal and noise
models and the assumed models cannot be achieved. This motivates
the search for robust signal processing techniques in radar.

EOARD University of Pisa PI Prof Fulvio Gini is creating robust radar
target detection algorithms regardless of the unknown return model,
meaning that a full statistical characterization of returns will not be
required. Specifically, his algorithm are to be robust in the min-max
sense, meaning that it minimizes the maximum possible value of a
given loss function or equivalently, if it optimizes the worst-case performance of the detector. Program
Officer: Lt Col Ryan Thomas | ryan.thomas@us.af.mil.

Complex Systems Science for Modelling Wireless Networks.

To create survivable,
resilient networks, particularly, communications networks, the underlying structure needs to be robust.
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Complex systems science research focusing on communication systems has been historically
focused on applications and traffic modelling. It has lacked considerations of architecture,
infrastructure, and technology. Furthermore, typical attributes used to characterize these networks
(such as interference, coverage, throughput, robustness, and cost) fail to fully account for network
reconfigurability and robustness.
EOARD Trinity College Dublin PI Dr. Nicola Marchetti is investigating the development of
novel network monitoring techniques, drawing on concepts from complex systems science and
computational biology, and using them to underpin a new approach to the design and management
of wireless networks. In particular, he is interested in the effects of degeneracy, a ubiquitous
characteristic of biological systems existing at all levels of biological organization that quantifies
the ability of elements that are structurally different to perform the same function or yield the
same output. Systems with degeneracy exhibit robustness (without compromising efficiency) and
adaptability (based on providing multiple functional options).
This work is developing new complexity and degeneracy metrics will be developed from multi-scale
abstractions of telecomm networks. These multi-scale abstractions will include device (physical
and virtual elements of the network), interaction (information exchanged explicitly and implicitly
within the network), and information (information external to then network) levels of the model.
These complexity and degeneracy metrics will be linked to traditional network performance
indicators. In particular, the PIs will analyze the relationship between operators’ decisions
about the use of shared resources (i.e. infrastructure and/or spectrum) and the resulting network
characteristics. They hypothesize that in this relationship, increased degeneracy will result
increased stability under dynamic environments.
Program Officer: Lt Col Ryan Thomas | ryan.thomas@us.af.mil.
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International Initiatives
International Office Country Programs.

In addition to individual travel support, conference
support, and R&D projects identified by the international program officers, the International Office also
negotiates and champions programs which amplify the AFOSR BAA encouraging submission on scientific
specialties of specific countries. The AFOSR country programs were highlighted by the chief-of-staff of
the USAF as models for international scientific collaboration in the 2013 Global Horizons final report.
These programs are often structured as team proposals consisting of a US partner and a foreign partner
where the foreign country funds the foreign half of the team and AFOSR funds the US half of the team.
The teams propose special synergy opportunities that building on strong national investments of each
nation. The scientific experts of each nation propose collaborations where together the scientists are
able to accomplish more than they could accomplish separately. These efforts have historically shown
a very strong return on investment and are a growing fraction of the investment portfolio of the AFOSR
International Office. There are many ways to judge success including patents, publications, transitions to
applied R&D programs at AFRL, and the scientific citations of other scientists attesting the value of the
published work. Using the latter most quantitative measure, we found that between 2011 and 2014, the
papers published by the Korea and Taiwan nanotechnology country programs accounted for about 29% of
the top AFOSR/IO supported published papers; whereas those country programs only represented about
10% of the AFOSR/IO executed budget. This success rate is thought to be from several complimentary
factors: (a) building on strong national investments in a scientific areas, (b) working with the host nation
to perform a joint call giving a more selective process, (c) the inclusion of joint reviews where the
teams further cross-pollinate their interactions and begin to bridge towards AFRL, (d) the self-organized
arrangement of the S&T community to form teams with win-win collaborations, and (e) the costs of the
projects are shared with our foreign partners. In addition to the long-standing programs with Korea
and Taiwan on nanotechnology, AFOSR has launched several new country programs including one on
Autonomy with Australia, on Cybersecurity with Korea, and on Quantum Information with Israel.

US-Korea Nano-Bio-Information Technology (NBIT) Initiative.

Both the US and
Korea have made a substantial investment in nanotechnology over the past several years, and the same
trend is expected to continue into the near future. In order to provide an opportunity for scientists
and engineers in both countries to collaborate particularly in the areas of “nanostructured materials,”
“nanoelectronics” and “nano-biotechnology,” AFOSR began supporting a series of US-Korea Workshops
since 2002. As a result of these interactions, 17 exploratory research grants were arranged for a number
of universities in Korea in 2005 under the AFOSR Nanoscience Initiative. Among them, 4 research
grants were implemented with full matching support from Korea. In 2007, strong support from Korea
and AFOSR led to the inauguration of a new Initiative for Nano-Bio- Information Technology (NBIT)
Convergence with 1:1 matching support from two agencies. As a result, a total of 10 research projects
was established for this Phase I (2007-2010) involving selected teams of researchers from premier
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research universities in the US and Korea. Three of the Phase I projects were continued along
with six new ones forming a total of nine collaborative research grants for Phase II (2010-2013), in
which Korea National Research Foundation funded the Korean PIs and DoD (AFOSR and US Army
International Technology Center - Pacific) funded the US PIs. In FY13 Phase III was initiated, with
two projects from Phase II continuing and six new projects selected.
The truly collaborative program among US and Korean PIs, the Tri-Service, and Korean research
institutions has led to many research accomplishments. As a result, in FY17, a special Phase III
extension was initiated that will enable six projects to continue for one final year.
The Phase III NBIT, Year 3, Program Review was held 08-12 August 2016 in Xitou, Taiwan in
conjunction with the US-Taiwan Nanoscience program review. Overall, the NBIT technical
presentations were excellent, and the quality of science was high. Great collaborations between US
and Korean teams through student and faculty exchanges, and sharing of samples and information
were evident throughout the presentations. Program Officer: Dr. Jeremy Knopp | Jeremy.knopp@
us.af.mil
NBIT Phase III Extension Teams: 2017

Program Officer: Dr. Jeremy Knopp		
Country

Principal
Investigator

US

Lee, Luke

Korea

Kang, Taewook

Northwestern Univ

US

Mirkin, Chad

Pukyong Nat’l Univ

Korea

Jang, Jae-Won

Three-dimensional Microstructured bioFETs based on
Univ of Illinois
Two-dimensional Materials
Hanyang Univ

US

Nam, SungWoo

Korea

Park, Won II

Integration of Tectonic Silicon Nanotip Probes onto Purdue Univ
Flexible Substrates
Hanyang Univ

US

Lee, Chi Hwan

Korea

Kim, Dong Rip

Title

Location

Ultrafast and Precise Identifications of Waterborne Univ of California,
Pathogens by Two-dimensional
Berkeley
Nanoplasmonic Optical Antennas
Sogang, Univ
Hybrid plasmonic interaction: collective and spincoupled plasmonic systems

New Application of Tunnel Junctions for Sensing
Toxic and Explosive Gases

Iowa State Univ

US

Thuo, Martin

Korea Univ

Korea

Hyo, Jae Yoon

Wearable Biosensing Platforms Using 2D Native
Protein Fibers

Purdue Univ

US

Kim, Young

Kyung Hee Univ

Korea

Byung, Kyung Min

USAF-Taiwan Nanoscience Initiative.

The US Air Force-Taiwan Nanoscience Program
is one of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research’s (AFOSR) International Research Initiatives.
This international program is focused on shaping the direction and advancing the state-of-theart in nanoscience research. Starting in 2002, grants were provided to Taiwanese investigators to
focus on basic research in specific nanoscience areas of interest as described by program managers
at AFOSR or at the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL). In 2011, the program evolved to become a
collaborative effort in research submission and funding where a US and Taiwanese investigator
jointly submitted a research proposal for consideration, and each investigator is to be funded by
their respective country’s agency (Taiwan -- National Science Council, NSC; US – AFOSR). From
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FY 2011 to FY 2013, $600K USD/year was provided to US team members and a total of 8 collaborative
grants were awarded – 6 x three year and 2 x two year, with an additional 8 x one year grants. US
extension projects which were funded because of the one year difference between the end of the US/
Taiwan Joint Projects and the Taiwan National Nanotechnology program. AFOSR funded 8 such projects
during FY14-15 to allow teams to complete research objectives from Phase 1. The collaborative
projects were reviewed during the 2015 Joint USAF-Korea NBIT-Taiwan Nanoscience Program Review
and Technical Exchange that was held in Seoul, South Korea during 26-30Oct. Significant research
progress and collaboration between Taiwan and US academic and AFRL researchers was evident from the
excellent presentations. While the program review closed out the extension period for Phase 1, the Joint
Review met one of its goals to bring key nanoscience researchers from US, Taiwan, and Korean academic
communities.
With the success of Phase 1 of the USAF-Taiwan Nanoscience Program, the Taiwan Ministry of Science
and Technology (MOST, formerly NSC) extended their National Nanoscience Program for an additional
phase. In FY15, a joint collaborative research proposal “rider” was attached to the Taiwan Innovation
and Application of Nanoscience Thematic Program (IANTP) General Call for research proposals. Taiwan
researchers who’s proposals successfully passed MOST’s highly selective evaluation process were then
encouraged to submit collaborative research proposals with US researchers, which formed the basis for
Phase 2. Submitted joint proposals were evaluated by AFRL and DoD subject matter experts and resulted
in the selection of 7 joint proposals. A Joint USAF-Korea NBIT-Taiwan Nanoscience Program Review and
Technical Exchange was held in Xitou, Nantou County, Taiwan from 08-12 August 2016. Program Officer:
Dr. Ken Caster | AOARD.Materials.Chemistry@us.af.mil.
USAF -Taiwan Nanoscience Projects (Phase 2)

		

Title

Location

Country

Principal
Investigator

Aptamer-Based Nano-Slit Platforms for
Characterizing Human Performance Biomarkers

Univ of Virginia

US

Swami, Nathan

Academia Sinica

Taiwan

Chou, Chia-Fu

Integrated Multifunctional Stretchable
Nanofibers for Novel Energy Applications

Univ of Washington

US

Jen, Alex

National Taiwan Univ

Taiwan

Chen, Wen-Chang

Development of Advanced Li rich xLi2MO3-(1x)LiMO2 Composite Cathode for High Capacity
Li Ion Batteries

UC San Diego

US

Ying, Shirley Meng

National Cheng Kung Univ

Taiwan

Fung, Kuan-Zong

Toward High Performance Photovoltaic Cells
based on Conjugated Polymers

UCLA

US

Yang, Yang

National Chiao Tung Univ

Taiwan

Wei, Kung-Hwa

Chirality Transfer to Mesoscale Network
Assemblies

Univ of Massachusetts

US

Grason, Gregory

National Tsing Hua Univ

Taiwan

Ho, Rong-Ming

Graphene Infrared Transparent Electrode (GITE)
and Thermal Enhancer for the Hybrid Energy
Nanodevice

Air Force Research Lab

US

Mou, Shin

National Dong Hwa Univ

Taiwan

Ma, Yuan-Ron

Ultrastrong Carbon Thin Films from Diamond to
Graphene under Extreme Conditions: Probing
Atomic-Scale Interfacial Mechanisms to Achieve
Ultralow Friction and Wear

Univ of Pennsylvania

US

Carpick, Robert

National Chung Cheng Univ

Taiwan

Jeng, Yeau-Ren

Phase II: 2015-2017

Program Officer: Dr. Ken Caster
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USAF-Korea NBIT-Taiwan Nanoscience Program Review and Technical Exchange
08-12August2016, Xitou, Nantou County, Taiwan

Quantum Information US-Israel Program. Spring 2016 launched a basic research
collaboration between AFRL and several Israeli universities being coordinated with the Israeli
Ministry of Defense (IMOD). Two teams have formed and are jointly supported by AFOSR/IO
and IMOD: AFRL/RI with Hebrew Univ of Jerusalem and Bar-Ilan Univ regarding novel uses for
a Photonic Quantum Photonic Processor (QPP). A second team is being formed with AFRL/RV
and Ben-Gurion University on High Gradient Atom Chip
Magnetic Traps.
The figure shows the atom chip work being done at Ron
Folman’s lab at Ben Gurion University. As a part of the
Quantum Israeli Basic research initiative, AFRL/RV is
jointly advancing their joint approach on similar atom chip
techniques and designs.

Intelligent Convergent Cyber Security
(iC2S2) US-Korea Program. In September 2016,

AFOSR signed a Terms of Reference with the Ministry of Science ICT and Future Planning (MSIP) of
South Korea to jointly fund 5 collaborations between US & Korean Universities between 2017 and
2020. The two organizations will jointly select and fund join researchers totaling about $500k per
side per year. In addition the US Navy will support Korean travel to program reviews and the US
Army will help review proposals. The spring of 2017 will see the Korean call for proposals posted
with the collaborations beginning work summer of 2017. The science pursued will focus on cybersecurity foundations in practical homomorphic encryption, provable security, nanotech or quantum
enabled security, and formal modeling. Together these hold promise to be transformative in the
nature of cyber security. Today anti-virus software provides “patches” every week to each of our
systems. If these basic research cyber foundations bear fruit, perhaps one day no patches will be
needed.
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Figure shows the signing of the Terms-of-Reference regarding iC2S2 between
AFOSR and MSIP at the US State Department on 27 October 2016.

International Initiative - Australia.

The Terms of Reference for the Australia-US Autonomy
Program were signed on 27 May 2016 by Dr. Thomas Christian, Director of AFOSR, and Dr. Jason Scholz,
DST Group – Director of Program Tyche. The first funding year is FY17 involves joint matchmaking by
AFOSR & DST Group. AFOSR Program officers involved in the program are Dr. Ben Knott (Trust and
Influence), Dr. James Lawton (Computational Cognition and Machine Intelligence), and Dr. Richard (Doug)
Riecken (Science of Information, Computation, Learning, and Fusion). Dr. Peter Freeland is also involved
as a technical consultant. As of the end of CY16, three collaborations have been identified, reviewed and
approved for funding and the grant award process is underway.
Program Officer: Lt Col Scott Robertson | Scott.robertson@us.af.mil

Mexico - Cooperative Materials Science Innovation & Invention.

The Air Force
Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) and the Mexican National Council for Science and Technology
(CONACYT) recognize the importance of promoting scientific and technological cooperation programs
that add value to shared science priorities. A Statement of Intent (SOI) was signed in 2015 to launch
this collaborative research effort. In order to advance and extend networking and resource coordination,
AFOSR and CONACYT are working together to align basic science research in the key technical field of
material science through joint US-Mexico research teams.
Submitted proposals for research funding will be jointly evaluated and awarded, averaging $200K
per project per year. Mexican researchers are primarily from the Advanced Materials Research Center
(CIMAV). Grants will support the following AFOSR topics, identified as common areas of expertise and
interest: Optoelectronics and Photonics, Mechanics of Multifunctional Materials and Microsystems, GHzTHz Electronics, Aerospace Materials for Extreme Environments, Multiscale Structural Mechanics and
Prognosis, Low-Density Materials, and Organic Materials Chemistry. Program Officer: Dr Brett Pokines |
Brett.pokines.1@us.af.mil

Chile & Thailand - Tri-lateral Pacific-Nation Military Defense Science.

Over
the past two years, the Southern Office of Aerospace Research & Development (SOARD) has worked to
establish a tri-lateral Pacific-Nation Defense-Science partnership between the US, Chile, and Thailand.
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Both of these countries are solid US allies, and our respective air forces each fly the F-16 fighter
aircraft. To lay an R&D foundation for collaboration, the three nations have signed Terms of
Reference (ToR) documents between each pair of countries. The
initiative also leverages the Department of State (DoS) to add
synergy to the relationship—DoS gains diplomatically, while
DoD gains technical solutions. The US Ambassador to Chile has
provided leadership and validation to the effort, strengthening
the relationships and highlighting achievements with diplomatic
cables.
With the tri-lateral foundation laid, research grants are currently in
formulation in the areas of bio-nanotechnology, space science, and materials science. Additionally,
a US-Thai Pacific S&T field experiment, called CRIMSON VIPER, was observed this past year by
representatives from the Chilean Air Force (FACh). Going forward, the vision for 2017 is Chilean
participation in CRIMSON VIPER by demonstrating a metal-corrosion technology. Finally, Thailand
seeks to contribute to a space science research effort by locating a sensor at a Thai observatory.
Program Officer: Dr Brett Pokines | Brett.pokines.1@us.af.mil

Germany - Hypersonic Initiative.

A new relationship with Germany in the area of
hypersonics research was started in Fall 2015.
In collaboration with researchers at AFRL/RQ
and Ivett Leyva at AFOSR, and based on ongoing
activities within NATO Science & Technology
Organization efforts on hypersonics, a set of
related and important projects were solicited and
funded through the EOARD Aeronautical Sciences
portfolio and the AFOSR Director’s Competitive
Fund (DCF). Hypersonics is one of the AFRL Game
Changers and the approximately $1M investment
in these projects over the next three years will
directly support AFRL/RQ in their advancement
of hypersonic science and technology.
The projects include the following: a hypersonic transition study in the Mach 6 Ludwieg Tube at
T.U. Braunschweig; this project will be done in collaboration with wind tunnel tests at the US Air
Force Academy in their nearly identical Mach 6 Ludwieg Tube; experimental hypersonic Shock/
Boundary Layer Interactions research at DLR Göttingen co-funded by Ivett Leyva at AFOSR; a
passive hypersonic transition control research program at DLR Göttingen supported by DCF for the
first year; and the development of miniature Atomic Layer Thermopile Sensors at Ingenieurbuero
Roediger also supported by DCF for the first year.
While these programs are extremely timely and valuable, there are numerous other outstanding
experimental and numerical research facilities and universities in Germany for hypersonic research,
many of which could greatly benefit research taking place in AFRL/RQ. Further research project
development will take place in the coming year to possibly expand and leverage the hypersonics
research programs at German universities, coupled with the outstanding research capabilities of the
German Aerospace Center (DLR).
For more information about the German hypersonic program plans and progress contact Dr. Russell
M. Cummings at russell.cummings@us.af.mil.
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U.S. / U.K. Space Situational Awareness (SSA) Workshop. The European Office of

Aerospace Research and Development (EOARD) and the UK Defense Science and Technology Laboratory
(Dstl) convened a joint US/UK workshop on Expanding the Observational Data Base for GEO Objects,
at the headquarters of EOARD in Ruislip, UK. A select group of experienced military, civil, industry and
academic participants met for two days to address the challenges of developing a joint effort to expand
and integrate data of resident space objects within the deep space environment. The principle goal was
to identify members of the community that can contribute to international initiatives focused on Space
Situational Awareness (SSA) of deep space and to generate actions to progress against this objective.
The participants were challenged to address the following:
1. Investigate optimal mix of sensors to support deep space SSA and advise on the utility of
existing sensor assets within the wider community
2. Identify the current challenges of calibration and validation of unrelated, distributed sensors
3. Identify optimal methods of data exchange to enable an effective sensor network
4. Identify methods to improve the precision of orbit determination in the deep space domain,
including association of measurements between observation periods and data fusion of a
distributed sensor network
5. Produce a list of assets available to a joint US/UK non-military observation of GEO; including
network solutions
6. Postulate objectives and advise on the design of experiments to assess possible contributions

The desired outcome of the workshop was to achieve a mutual understanding (across the community)
of topic areas of relevance to UK and US communities. Then, by identifying capabilities and needs, to
generate a strawman plan to deliver
an experimental deep space SSA
architecture available to explore
potential solutions from the community.
There were 32 participants at the
workshop representing government,
industry, and academia. Of these,
20 gave invited or contributed
presentations on topics relevant to deep
space SSA. They included descriptions
of sensor capabilities and networking,
tracking methods, data management,
and academic treatments of the
astrodynamics of a GEO object. The presentations showed that deep space SSA remains a complex
problem and is involving an increasingly large community. Some common themes emerged from
the briefings. There is a need for community standards, both in terminology and in technology. User
requirements are often lacking or unclear. There are many groups from differing communities that
need information of objects at GEO, but there is no consensus of the way ahead. This is complicated by
inconsistent interpretations of SSA products and capabilities and a lack of understanding of the domain
population.
The second day of the workshop included a discussion to determine the topics most immediately relevant
to deep space SSA. Smaller groups then discussed the way forward in sensor operations, satellite
characterization, and requirements and data sharing. Each group was asked to identify and summarize a
need in their area and to discuss approaches to address it.
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The group considering sensor operations discussed the need for clear requirements and Con-Ops
to guide development and optimization of sensor placement and networking. This is important in
developing observation strategy, and also in creating trust and developing better communication
between operators and users of SSA information. Persistent trackability, behaviors affecting track
custody, and space object taxonomy are issues that require real time networking, standardization,
and access to a common data base through data sharing.
The group considering satellite characterization addressed improvement of the understanding
and implementation of space object behavior in the near-GEO regime. There is a need to improve
classification, identification and track custody of operational space vehicles in this region. It was
noted that, due to an increasing number of “dead” objects drifting from graveyard orbits, it is
important to understand the behavior of decommissioned space vehicles placed in graveyard orbits
at Super-GEO. This requires the development of high fidelity non-gravitational force models for a
candidate GEO space vehicle. An ideal scenario would be to observe an object with higher area-tomass ratio carrying a GPS receiver, together with a simulation of the likely space object behavior
using space environment, astrodynamics, and sensor models.
The group considering requirements and data sharing considered the importance of developing
a minimum set of data standards as a first step to build upon for the entire SSA community. This
requires engagement with operators, government, and agencies to get agreement on the overall
approach to generate requirements.
Action items for participants include the development of the required elements for classification,
identification, and track custody of space objects, a webinar by the University of Arizona to brief
the capabilities of the CyVerse data base, the development of a draft scenario to set an initial case
study, and engagement with the UK Space Agency for a realistic list of requirements. Proposals
were solicited for a basic research grant to begin this process.
The results of this workshop will influence policy discussions, data sharing arrangements and
technology and infrastructure development. The findings will influence the current AFRL work to
produce a catalog of the deep space domain using “off the shelf” sensors and data. There was a
feeling among the participants that the discussions and sharing of ideas among the group should
continue, and that specific opportunities should be sought for further collaboration. A workshop is
recommended to be held in about six months to follow up on these suggestions.
Workshop organizers: Kent Miller, EOARD and Andy Ash, Dstl

Expanding the Observational Data Base for GEO Objects
A workshop held at EOARD, Ruislip, UK on 7-8 December 2016
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APPENDIX I: FY16 Grants
Below is a listing of all international grants supported by AFOSR with FY16 funds.
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APPENDIX II: FY16 Conference Support
Below is a listing of all international technical exchanges supported by AFOSR with FY16 funds.
Conference Title

Project Short Title
21st International Symposium High
Power Laser Systems & Applications

Institution

Country

Program Manager

Country

Vienna University of Technology

Dynamic
Sun:6 MHD
Waves and Confined
Space Climate
Symposium
OULUN YLIOPISTO
Transients
inLES
theHOUCHES
Magnetized
Atmosphere MAH, MISOON
SUPPORT FOR
SUMMER
SCHOOL: CURRENT TRENDS IN ATOMIC UNIVERSITE GRENOBLE ALPES
PHYSICS
IROS
2016
ROBERTSON, SCOTT
Dynamic Sun: MHD Waves and
Indian
Institute
of Technology
ACML
2016
LUTZ,
BRIAN
Confined
Transients in the Magnetized
BHU
Atmosphere
ECML-PKDD
University ofKNOPP,
Trento JEREMY
PRICAI
20162016
2nd Florentine Symposium on
UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI
International
Workshop on Detonations
Emotional Intelligence
FIRENZE
for Propulsion 2016
KNOPP,
JEREMY
Korea University
Research
and
IROS 2016
Business
Foundation
ISPSA 2016 Conference
MAH, MISOON
KOREA RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
STANDARDS
AND SCIENCE (KRISS)
International Symposium on Physics
and
ISPSA 2016 Conference

India

PI/Organizer

Principal Investigator

Austria

Schuoecker, Dieter

Finland

Asikainen, Timo

France

Browaeys, Antoine

Srivastava, Abhishek

Korea, Republic Of
Song, Jae-Bok
New Zealand
Holmes,
Geoff
India
Srivastava,
Abhishek
Theeramunkong,
Italy
Passerini,
Andrea
Thanaruk
Thailand
Italy

Burr, DAVID

Singapore
Li, Jiun-Ming
Korea
Song, Jae-Bok
Korea, Republic Of
Noh, Sam Kyu
Korea

Noh, Sam Kyu

Taiwan, Province Of
Programmable
Materials
and
KOREA
NANO
TECHNOLOGY
Applications of Laser Dynamics (IS-PALD) ROBERTSON, SCOTT ChinaKorea
Lin, Fan-Yi
Lee, Haiwon
Manufacturing
Science
RESEARCH
SOCIETY
ECML-PKDD 2016
CASTER, KENNETH Italy
Passerini, Andrea
EUROPESE
VERENIGING
VOOR
Programmable Materials and
Support for EAAP-16 Conference
LUCHTVAARTPSYCHOLOGIE Netherlands
Andre
Manufacturing
Science
MAH, MISOON
Korea,
Republic Of Droog,Lee,
Haiwon
E.A.A.P.
21st International Symposium High Power
ACML 2016
University of Waikato
New Zealand
Holmes, Geoff
Laser Systems & Applications
GONGLEWSKI, JOHN United Kingdom
Schu÷cker, Dieter
DSEC V
UNIWERSYTET WARSZAWSKI
Poland
Pawlak, Dorota
DSEC V
GARNER, DAVID
Poland
Pawlak, Dorota
International Workshop on
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF
Singapore
Li, Jiun-Ming
Chapman-Andrews,
Detonations for Propulsion 2016
SINGAPORE
Peter
RIN 16 Animal Navigation Conference
POEPPELMAN, LEE United Kingdom
International Symposium on Physics
NATIONAL TSING HUA
2nd
Florentine of
Symposium
on Emotional
Taiwan
Lin, Fan-Yi
and Applications
Laser Dynamics
(ISUNIVERSITY
Intelligence
THOMAS, RYAN
Italy
Burr, DAVID
PALD)
ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE
ASSOC
2016
THOMAS, RYAN
United
Kingdom Theeramunkong,
Chella, Antonio
Thailand
Thanaruk
PRICAITrust
2016 and Influence Workshop
OF THAILAND
SUPPORT FOR LES HOUCHES SUMMER
ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
United Kingdom
Chapman-Andrews, Peter
RIN 16 Animal
Navigation
Conference
SCHOOL:
CURRENT
TRENDS
IN ATOMIC
NAVIGATION
PHYSICS
CURCIC, TATJANA
France
Browaeys, Antoine
2016 Trust and Influence Workshop
Universita degli Studi di Palermo
United Kingdom
Chella, Antonio
ICECCS16
THOMAS, RYAN
United Kingdom
Wang, Hai
ICECCS16
ASTON UNIVERSITY
United Kingdom
Wang, Hai
Space
Climate 6 Congress
Symposium
MILLER, KENT
Finland
Asikainen, Timo
12th International
of
University of the Republic
Uruguay
Silva, Ana
Support
for EAAP-16 Conference
LAWTON, JAMES
Netherlands
Droog, Andre
Neuroethology
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APPENDIX III: FY16 W.O.S. visits
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